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THE X ROYAL HUSSARS GAZETTE
EDITORIAL
As this number goes to press, at a
temperature in Lucknow of 113 degrees
in the shade, we note that the military
`year' has now come to an end and we
start again on a new budget.
In the same way, we are balancing
our sporting accounts, successes against
failures, and budgeting for next year.
As we analyse this season's polo results, the credit side is not impressive.
We have won no polo tournament of
importance, except at Fyzabad and
Jodhpur . The hopes of our Regimental team were dashed to the ground at
Meerut in the first round of the InterRegimental and our Subalterns were
defeated in the semi-final by the odd
goal.
Though the "polo account" does not
look too well on paper, it is full of
assets—some of them hidden—for the
furtherance of next year's budget . We
make no excuses nor tell any hard luck
stories to our share-holders--all we ask
is that they be patient and await events
in 1935 and 1936.
In the Kadir Cup, Capt . C . B . Harvey
was distinctly unfortunate this year,
being defeated in the final, after spearing first but dropping his spear.
We must also sympathise with the
Colonel on the loss of his gallant pigsticker "Panther", last year's Finalist
and this year's Semi-Finalist . The
"Panther" received injuries to his hock
in the Kadir which necessitated his
destruction in Lucknow a week later.
We heartily congratulate the Regimental team (Col . Norrie, Capt . Harvey,
Capt . Macmullen) on bringing the
Muttra Cup to Lucknow.
We are sorry that the cup had to be
shared and was not won outright . A
full account appears on page 21 of this
number.
Turning from the Sporting account
to the military, we see inspections,
camp, rifle meetings, courses, military
horse shows, etc ., and find them all recorded on the success side of the ledger.
We close the book with a blush of
maidenly modesty quoting only one
entry—a letter from Sir Clive Wigram,
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Private Secretary to His Majesty the
King to the Colonel, on last year's
Annual Inspection report.
It runs — "I need hardly say how delighted His Majesty is at these excellent
accounts of a regiment in which the
King takes so much interest . His Majesty wishes me to convey to you, your
officers and all ranks his heartiest congratulations on the fine esprit de corps
shown in the regiment and on your
successes both at work and also in play ."
*
*
Our District Commander, MajorGeneral Bruce Hay, has relinquished his
command to take up the appointment of
Inspector-General and head of the
British Military Mission in Iraq, MajorGeneral Hay took the keenest interest
in all our doings, was lavish with his
praises for our successes and sympathetic in our disappointments . It was with
real regret that we bade farewell to
him and his family . We hope that he
will be very happy and successful in his
new appointment.
It was with the deepest regret that we
Brigade-Gnl heard of the death of
Archie Seymour, who commanded the
regiment from 1919 to 1923 . Though
he came to us from another regiment,
the Royal Scots Greys, he became heart
and soul a Tenth Hussar and was greatly admired and loved by all . Tall, handsome, a fine horseman and always beautifully turned out, he was the " beau
ideal" of a cavalry soldier . His personal charm was magnetic and his kindness and cheerfulness endeared him to
everyone he met . One could never
think of him as growing old, and to
hear of his death at the early age of 58
was a terrible shock . Our deepest sympathy goes out to Mrs . Seymour and
his family .
*
*
•
We understand that there is a possibility of Field Marshal the Viscount
Byng, G . C . B ., G . C . M . G ., M . V . 0.,
D . C . L ., LL . D ., Colonel of the Regiment, visiting Lucknow next winter .
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We most sincerely hope that this is
true, our Colonel has not had an opportunity of seeing his regiment for
six years, so will be assured a great
welcome . * *
*
We welcome Major General C . A.
Milward, C . B, C . I . E ., C . B . E ., D .S.
O ., who has now taken over the Lucknow District.
Major General Milward has already
made himself acquainted with the Regiment and spent a morning riding
round the lines and seeing squadrons at
work .
**
*
We are delighted that Brigadier K.
M Laird, D . S . 0., Commander, 6th
(Lucknow) Infantry Brigade, who had
been ordered to Bengal, has had these
orders cancelled and is now to remain
in Lucknow .
**
*
We congratulate Major-General B . N.
Sergison-Brooke, C . M . G ., D . S . 0 ., A.
D . C ., Chief of General Staff, Eastern
Command, on his promotion to MajorGeneral and we are very sorry that
he has left India .
*
* *
We understand that there is no foundation for the rumour that the Earl of
Dudley is likely to be the next Governor
of Madras, much as we should have
liked to have seen a Tenth Hussar holding such an important position.
*
* *
We congratulate Brigadier J . Blakiston-Houston, D . S . 0 ., on being appointed Inspector of Cavalry at Home, when
General Howard-Vyse relinquishes that
appointment .
*
*
We congratulate H . R . H . The Duke
of Gloucester on winning the Windmill
Hill Cup at the Salisbury Plain Bona
Fide Military Meeting in March, on his
own horse "Birkhall ."
*
* •
We congratulate Major C . H . Gairdner on winning the Staff College Heavyweight Point-to-Point and also on being
elected Master of the Staff College
Drag-hounds .

We are glad to learn that Captain
M . G . Roddick who had a fall in the
Gold Cup at the Grand Military Meeting, Sandown, was not seriously injured, although requiring five stitches
at the back of his head.
*
* *
We heartily welcome Arthur Grenfell and his bride to the Regiment.
We trust this officer will be allowed
full pay before long . At the moment of
going to press, Lieut . Grenfell is supposed to be on half-pay, but as both
India and England refuse to own him,
this officer is receiving no pay at all!
*
*
We are glad to hear that 2nd Lieut.
C . B . Ponsonby, who is on sick leave in
the United Kingdom, is much stronger.
This officer is now acting as Hon.
Military Attache at Oslo.
We hope to see him back with the
Regiment next cold weather.
*
*
*
We are sorry to learn that His Excellency Sir Malcolm Hailey, Governor
of the United Provinces, may be leaving next December.
Such a brilliant Governor will be
hard to replace.
His successor has not yet been announced, but general opinion indicates
that Sir Harry Haig, the present
Home Member, may be a likely choice.
•
*
Major B . 0 . Hutchison has been
selected to attend the next course at
the Senior Officers' School at Belgaum,
commencing September 11th.
*
*
*
Congratulations to Captain C . D.
Miller and Lieut . A . Abel Smith on obtaining "Distinguished" in their promotion examination.
**
*
The 2nd Battalion The King's Own
Scottish Borderers have arrived in
Lucknow from Poona.
We welcome this battalion to the station.
A number of their officers play polo
and several have been initiated into the
science of hog-hunting .
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We heartily congratulate and offer
our best wishes to Lt . Col . C . T . O'Callaghan, M . C ., on his marriage.
.*

*

Next year we unfortunately lose as
many as 160 Other Ranks, on discharge
or transfer to the Army Reserve, including several distinguished W . Os
and N . C . Os such as :
R. Q . M . S . A . Standing.
S. S . M . C . G . Wells.
SSM . IF&G . A . Rusbridge.
S . Q . M . S . G . W . Turner.
Band Sgt W. McNeill.
F/S/Sgt . F . Cooper.
Sgt . C . B . Daniels.
*

The Regiment is due home in another
2 years time.
The Royals are the next to leave in
1935 followed by the 10th Royal Hussars in 1936.
We heartily congratulate R . Q . M . S.
Standing on passing the Associates
Examination of the Institute of Bookkeepers, London, and gaining 7th place
in Class I out of 250 entries from all
countries in the world.

MRS . LONG.
A SURVIVOR OF LUCKNOW

This year we have received drafts
from England as follows :
From 3rd Carabiniers
From 7th Hussars .
From 16/5th Lancers .
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*

. . 32.
32.
18.

Wives and families of the Regiment
are this year distributed in the Hills
as under :
Dulikhet
. . 17.
Naini Tal
. . 17.
Landour
..
2.
Mussoorie
..
..
2.
100 Other Ranks of the Regiment
p roceeded to Dulikhet on 9th April,
1934 .
*
The strength of the Regiment in
horses is 554, of which 431 are whalers
and 123 Indian-bred.
*
We congratulate Mr . Roberts and the
Band on being selected from many
other bands to play at Naini Tal during
this season.
0
*
*
We were all very sorry to say goodbye to S . S . M . Goatcher, M . M ., who
left us on 12th March.
Best luck to him in civilian life .

The death, in her eighty-third year, is
announced of Blanche, widow of Captain
J . S . L . Long, 10th Hussars . She was
one of the nine survivors of the siege
of Lucknow whose names were given in
The Times of September 20 on the
authority of one of them, Mr . A . F.
Dashwood.
Mrs . Long, who spent her last years
at Cheltenham, was a daughter of
Thomas Henry Kavanagh, V . C . His
name lives for the great contribution
he made to the moving story of the
siege of the Residency by a service on
November 9, 1857, which is thus recorded in the memorial to him in the church
at Lucknow :— " With the devotion of an
ancient Roman hero, taking his life in
his hand, he went forth from the beleaguered Residency, and, passing
through a city thronged with merciless
enemies, triumphantly guided Sir Colin
Campbell on his way to the relief of
the garrison ." His eldest daughter,
Blanche, was old enough at the time to
know something of the thrill which
ran through the hard-beset defenders
and their families at this achievement,
for she was in her eighth year . She
married, first, Colonel F . N . M . Maynard, Indian Army, and, secondly,
Captain Long . She is survived by a
younger sister, Mrs . Haynes, who on
September 25 dined in Cheltenham with
Mr . Dashwood to celebrate the seventysixth anniversary of the first relief .
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POLO.
In terms of cups or trophies, the polo
season of 1933—34 can only be described as a disappointing one, yet from the
bigger point of view, we are satisfied
with the general standard of polo now
played in the Regiment.
We did not win the Inter-Regimental
—in fact to be precise, we were beaten
by Skinner's Horse (our neighbours
in Lucknow) in the first round by 8
goals to 7, after extra time and widened goal-posts.
We expected to win this match by a
close margin but we struck Skinner's
on their best day and just got defeated
—perhaps unluckily— as we were leading
6—4 in the last chukker.
The Regimental Team played well,
particularly Wingfield and Archer-Shee,
but we did not get really going until
too late.
The following is a description of this
match, chukker by chukker :
Skinner's Horse V 10th Royal Hussars.
Teams : —
Skinner's Horse .—Major E . J . Fulton
(2), Captain E . D . Holder (4) Capt.
T . H . Travers (1), Major W . A.
Broadfoot (5).
10th Hussars .—Mr . A . D . R . Wingfield
(1), Capt . C . B . Harvey (5), Capt.
D . Dawnay (5), Mr . J . P . ArcherShee (3) back.
Umpires .—Brig . A . Campbell Ross and
Capt . P . B . Sanger.
First Chukker .—The 10th set up an
attack but this was well cleared . Following a short spell of play in midfield

Wingfield obtained possession and got
away to score after two minutes . Skinner's Horse pressed from the throw-in
and Fulton equalised with a good nearside shot from under his pony s neck.
Skinner's Horse maintained pressure
but a mishit enabled the Hussars to
clear, then followed a spell of good
play in midfield and Dawnay got possession but his shot went just wide of the
post . The chukker ended with Skinner's
Horse putting behind their goal line
(1—1).
Second Chukker .—Opening with a 60
yard hit Archer-Shee sent in a shot
which appeared to be going wide but
Wingfield picked it up and scored with
a clever back hand shot (2—1) . Following a spell of good end to end play
Skinner's Horse drew level when Holder
Scored after Travers had made an
opening (2— 2) . Play now became fast
and more open with both sides playing
well together . Both goals had narrow
escapes in turn and Holden had hard
luck with a shot that went just wide
(2— 2).
Third Chukker .--From the hit-off the
10th set up a hot attack through ArcherShee who had a fine run but missed
with his final shot . Skinner's Horse
now took up the offensive and Broadfoot sent Fulton away but a splendid
shot from a sharp angle went wide.
Skinner's Horse continued to have the
run of the play and Fulton put them
ahead with a very neat shot from under
his pony (3—2) . The 10th went all out
from the throw-in and put up a strong
attack which only ended when Dawnay
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put behind with a good back hand shot.
The chukker ended with no further
scoring . Skinner's Horse 3, 10th Hussars 2.
Fourth Chukker .—Open for the second
half the 10th attacked and a good centre
by Archer-Shee was taken up by Harvey
but the shot was cleared on the goal
line . Skinner 's Horse then broke away
but did not score . Archer-Shee then
missed for the 10th . From the hit-off
the 10th attacked again and following a
throw-in Dawnay picked up a good pas
and scored through a bunch of players.
(3—3) . Encouraged by this success the
10th put on full pressure and Harvey
put them in the lead with a good long
shot just as the chukker ended.
Fifth Chukker .—From the throw-in
the 10th attacked and following a good
clearance by Broadfoot they again got
possession and Archer-Shee put them
further ahead following a good centre
by Harvey . (5—3) From the throwin the 10th dribbled the ball to their
opponent's goal but Dawnay had no
luck with his shot. Skinner's Horse
now took hold of the game and after
having hard luck with one shot Holden
scored for them . (5—4) . Skinner's
Horse kept up their attack and Fulton
sent just wide . The 10th then got away
and during the consequent attacks
Dawnay scored for them with a good
back hand shot . Hussars 6, Skinner's
Horse 4 . A good galloping chukker .
Sixth Chukker .—Skinner's Horse were
first to attack but they were warded
off only to be resumed again when
Broadfoot sent down a long mid-field
shot . Skinner's Horse were now enjoying the best of the game and after
once sending behind Fulton scored for
them with a good back hander from a
pass by Holden . (6—5) . From the
throw-in the 10th were in possession
and a likely shot by Wingfield was well
cleared . Skinner's Horse got away but
were brought up by a cross . From the
consequent 40 yard hit, Skinner's Horse
drew level with a good strong hit
taken by Broadfoot . (6--6) . With only
two minutes to go both sides were all
out for the lead and following a break
away by the 10th Harvey scored from
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a pass by Wingfield . (7-6) . Immediately afterwards Holden got away from
the throw-in and went through to score
thus again making the scores level at
7 all . This happened with only a minute
to go during which period the 10th
had a narrow escape when Broadfoot
was in possession but the chance was
a difficult one and his shot went wide.
This ended play in this chukker.
Resuming for the extra period, Skinner's
Horse put up a lively attack and after
two minutes excellent play by both
sides, Broadfoot picked up a hard midfield pass, took it up the field but was
ridden off by Harvey . Fulton, however,
was close on his heels and seizing on
the ball scored with a good long shot
to give his side the victory in an interesting and fast galloping game.
The Hussars could not get really going
until the end of the second chukker.
It is always a source of disappointment to be beaten but we wouldn't
have won the Tournament this year,
as things turned out, without Charles
Gairdner.
The final was a great contest between
the
P . A . V. 0 .

C. I . H.

Bayer .
Tatham .
Sanger .
Hanher .

Cox.
George.
Dalrymple-Hay.
Alexander .

In which the P . A . V . 0 . triumphed
by the odd goal, thanks to the brilliant
play and personality of Tony Sanger.
Sanger's handicap has been raised to
8 and he is worth every bit of this.
It is interesting to conjecture what
would have happened if we had still
been able to play the team of 1933—
some think we would have won fairly
comfortably and we are not prepared to
contradict them.
Our subalterns should have reached
the finals but got beaten by Probyn's
Horse by the odd goal, in the semi-final
in which the 10th Hussars did all the
pressing.
The Royals beat the Probyns in the
final of the Subalterns by one goal,
so there was not much in the form,
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10th R . Hussars Subalterns.
1. Wingfield.
2. Morley.
3. Macmullen.
Bk . Archer-Shee.
We look forward to the Inter-Regimental of 1936 when Charles Gardner
will, we hope, be instructed to fly out
from home in time to play in this
Tournament.
Perhaps we may be lucky enough to
get invited to Jodhpur that year, 'in
which case the team would get the best
practice in the world.
The following are the characteristics
of the Regimental team :
Regimental Team.
Wingfield . No . 1.
Handicap 2 . Played very well in the
Inter-Regimental'.
Inclined to be too busy over-riding his
ponies.
His stick work suffers in consequence,
as he is frequently in the wrong position
to hit the ball.
Has improved a lot. Wants to be
quieter and less of an "electric spark ."
Harvey . No . . 2.
Handicap 5.
Considered by many good judges to
be the best English No . 1 in India . As
a No . 2, he is perhaps disappointing but
he would have been wasted this year at
No . 1 in the team as constituted.
A brilliant horseman and the only
really quick player on the side.
A likely player to be tried for a England V U . S . A.
Dawnay . No . 3
Handicap 5.
Very reliable and a tower of strength
on any side . Was injured at Calcutta
and has felt his leg throughout the
season, which is still not right . To be
first class, wants to be a little quicker
and less deliberate in his stick work . A
fine striker .

Takes endless trouble with his ponies
and practice . Improves every year and
should go up in the Handicap next year,
J. P . Archer-Shee . Back
Handicap 3.
A difficult player to describe, as he
can play brilliantly one day and the
next be worth very little . A first class
striker, who played badly in Calcutta
but did very well in Jodhpur and
in the Inter-Regimental . Goes on improving and should be really good one
day . Has great style about him.
Macmullen . (Fifth man).
Handicap 2.
Played very well at the beginning of
the season but got a nerve in his arm
injured, which put him back six weeks.
Wants to be much quicker off the mark.
A good striker—played well in semifinal of Subalterns . With good ponies
to suit him should be worth 4 or 5.
Subalterns.
Morley No 2
Has improved and has the makings of
a fine striker . Wants to anticipate
more and get about the ground and into
his man quicker .
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The final of the Handicap Tournament
JODHPUR.
was a most thrilling affair . Jaipur
The visit of the Regimental Polo Team
us 6 goals start in 8 chukkers of
to Jodhpur duly materialised last Janu- 6gave
minutes each . After a desperate
ary . The fortunate few comprised the struggle, we emerged victorious with
Colonel, Roscoe Harvey, David Dawnay, the score 101—7 in our favour . Only
Jack Archer-Shee, Mike Macmullen and
have been beaten 7—4, if we had
Tony Wingfield . Mrs . Norrie, Mrs. to
started level, by such a team under
Harvey, Lady Katherine Dawnay and tournament conditions was a distinctly
Miss K . Archer-Shee accompanied the creditable performance on the part of
team.
We arrived at Ratanada Palace . Jodh- the Regimental Team.
The teams for the final of the tournapur, in a fleet of Rolls-Royces, and these
phantoms were at our disposal for the ment were as follows :
length of our stay.
Jaipur.
H'cap.
Almost immediately after our arrival
1 . Kanwar Amar Singh .
5
our eyes were opened, as news arrived
2 . R . R . Abbey Singh .
. . 7
that our ponies had been held up on the
3 . H . H . Maharajah of Jaipur . . 8
Railway, and could not arrive for an4 . Ridmal Singh .
.. 2
other 36 hours . But on the beautifully
got up programme, polo was to take
Total .
. 22
place on the morrow, so the Maharajah
was informed . A special engine was
10th Royal Hussars.
immediately despatched and the ponies
1
.
Mr
.
M . N . E . Macmullen .
2
arrived next morning.
2
.
.
Captain
C
.
B
.
Harvey
.
.
5
We went there to play polo, so we will
3 . Captain D . Dawnay .
5
deal with the more important aspect of
4.
Mr
.
J
.
P
.
Archer-Shee
.
3
our visit first.
Before our arrival, Hanut Singh had
Total .
. . 15
told us that the grounds would be perPolo
was
played
every
other
afterfect and they were.
noon but in between whiles we were
The two new polo grounds have only
recently been made . They are just like treated to an amazing variety of sport
and spectacle.
English grounds, and after the rattle
of our own grounds, it was wonderful
The Pigsticking in Jodhpur was a
to gallop on this lovely turf and never
revelation . Never before had we seen
such big sounders ; never before had so
a sound to hear.
many fine boar regaled our eyes . The
It was very sad that Hanut Singh,
climax was reached when at
owing to an injured knee, was unable
to play . His horsemanship and stick NAI-KI-POLE one morning three heats acwork are always such a joy to watch. counted for 18 boar.
The pig were preserved in big thorn
But if we were denied the pleasure of
playing against him, we were hand- jungles from which they were driven
somely compensated by the receipt of out by shikaris on camels and a few
his sage advice . Sitting on the pavi- beaters.
The boar fought magnificently and at
lion balcony with the Colonel, he would
discuss the Team ' s positional errors and times charged on sight . Well it was
other faults . Small wonder our team for us that the horses, provided by the
Sirdar Rissala, were so handy and good.
work improved.
We were up against the Maharajah
The shooting provided us with great
sport . We indulged in all kinds inof Jaipur, Abbey Singh and Amar Singh,
three of the victorious Jaipur team, cluding Duck, Buck and Kunge . The
so it gave us the greatest satisfaction big duck shoot at ASOP eclipsed all
previous records in Jodhpur . Sleeping
when we improved sufficiently to beat
them 8—5, starting level, in an 8 chuk- in the Maharajah's special train the
night before, we motored out in the
ker practice game .
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morning to the jhil, on which could be
seen thousands of duck.
In approximately three hours 24 guns
had accounted for 950 duck.
Buck shooting in cars gave us a real
thrill . Roaring along at 50 m .p .h .,
over the country like maddened gangsters, the cars simply bristling with
arms, we " bumped off" some very good
heads.
A fight between a lion and a boar,
which was staged for the benefit of our
bloodthirsty wives : the pulling down of
a particularly savage panther on the old
polo ground by specially trained dogs : a
Gymkhana : a visit to the Fort and a
view of the wonderful State Jewels:
cinema shows, in course of which we
saw the very interesting film of the
Maharajah's Shooting Expedition in
Kenya : dinner parties : cocktail parties:
all combined to make our visit to
Jodhpur one of the most enjoyable
experiences of a lifetime.
The Maharajah of Jodhpur was kindness personified . Maharaj Ajit, Hanut
and Abbey Singh were tireless in their
care of us . Nothing was too much
trouble . Every detail for our comfort
and pleasure was meticulously studied.
Our ponies were boxed like Royalty.
Our syces fed on golden gram and ghee.
Never was the lot of man and beast
more happy.
At the banquets at the Raikabagh and
Ratanada Palaces, His Highness made
two most happy speeches . At the
latter, the Colonel responded in similar
vein . Copies of these two speeches are
published below.
It was with peculiarly heavy hearts
that we left Jodhpur and the many
friends we had made there.
Our trophies, prizes and presents will
ever be treasured and our memories
will never fade.
SPEECHES AT STATE BANQUET.
Lt .-Col . C . W . M . Norrie spoke as
follows :
"Your Highness, Ladies and Gentlmen,
I apologise for intruding on the
frivolous behaviour of some of your
guests (laughter) but tonight is unfortunately my last evening in Jodhpur .

I, therefore, must take this opportunity
of expressing the most sincere thanks of
the 10th Hussar Polo Team and myself
for the wonderful hospitality we have
enjoyed as guests of Your Highness.
I speak not only for the members of
the Polo Team but for their wives and
in one case —sister "Big Bertha" by
name and size . (Laughter .)
Jodhpur has long been known as the
home of high class polo in India : in fact
this reputation has extended all over
the world, as the Polo Team Your High ness took over to England in 1925 won
every match except one, while last
summer His Highness the Maharajah
of Jaipur's Team made history by winning every cup for which his team was
entered.
It is not only the cups which count—
it is such visits which cement the
bonds of friendship between two great
countries . (Hear—hear .)
I am always being asked by past
Tenth Hussar officers in England
whether any of the Regiment have
visited Jodhpur.
In years gone by, many Old Tenth
Hussars used to find their way here and
it was, therefore, a great pleasure to
see hanging in the Hall of this Palace
a painting of your illustrious father in
a uniform very similar to the full dress
of a Tenth Hussar . We regard this
as a great compliment to the Regiment
and a good omen that the friendship
established many years ago between
Jodhpur and the Tenth Hussars is to
be continued . I know that our
Colonel-in-Chief will be pleased to hear of our
visit to your State, as His Majesty the
King-Emperor takes the keenest interest in the activities of his Regiment.
A Regimental Team which is invited
to Jodhpur is indeed fortunate, as
after playing here for ten days on perfect grounds, against such a good team,
one cannot help improving and I know
our team has.
We are all extremely sorry that Rao
Raja Hanut Singh has been laid up
with a bad knee . We all wish him a
very speedy recovery . (Cheers .) Of
course, it goes without saying if he
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had been able to play, the result of
yesterday's match would have been
very different . But anyhow, we should
very much have preferred to have been
well beaten and to have had the pleasure of seeing that great player Hanut
playing his wonderful shots all over
the ground—than limping about the
side lines like a poor wounded hero.
Hanut has been particularly kind in
criticizing the team and making suggestions . He usually says everyone is
"very good'' (laughter) but this encourages us a lot and I am very grateful to him.
Your Highness referred the other
evening to us coming all the way from
Lucknow —I can assure you we would
come all the way from Timbucktoo—
4,000 miles on the map - to play polo at
Jodhpur amongst such great sportsmen and on such grounds . We really
don't know quite how to thank you.
In addition to your Highness, Maharaj
Ajit Singh has been extremely kind in
organising buck-shoots, Abbey is always thinking of our comforts, but I
cannot mention everyone, as it would
include half Jodhpur . Anyhow we hope
when you send your next team to England - (provided it is after 1936)—that
you will all stay and play with the Tenth
Hussars, instead of going to Norton.
It is not only polo that we have been
treated to, but every conceivable form
of sport—the sort of pigsticking one
dreams about—18 boar in one morning
—buck shooting, buck chasing in cars,
duck shoots, banquets, cinemas, earthquakes—and I would ask Colonel Ogilvie to note--even dances . Far from
"The Tenth not dancing", I fear that
two members of our team, anyhow,
were the last to leave the State hotel
on the 14th . Both quite sober, we hope,
but I wasn't there to see . (Laughter .)
The word " Speed" might well be added to the motto of the Jodhpur Coatof -Arms . Your Highness leads the
way at 100 miles per hour in the air,
Maharaj Ajit Singh is a close second
driving his Hillman at 60 miles per
hour after black buck, whilst speed on
the polo ground is personified by all
members of your team.
The hospitality of Jodhpur is as re-
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nowned as its polo and I will give you
one small example of this, which occurred after my first morning 's pigsticking . I had broken my spear in a
big boar and coming back when the
day was over I met the Maharaj
Kumar, the 10-year-old heir apparent,
who said " Did you break your spear
in one of our pig?" I said "Yes, I had "
"Well," he said, " His Highness will
replace that . He always pays for all
damage done to guests in Jodhpur ."
(Loud laughter .)
This just shows you that the spirit
of chivalry and hospitality is brought
up in Jodhpur from a very early
age
I must not keep you longer, so I will
ask you to rise and drink to the Health,
Long Life and Prosperity to a Host
of Hosts— His Highness the Maharajah
of Jodhpur . (Prolonged cheers .)"
His Highness the Maharajah of
Jodhpur replied as follows :—"Colonel
Norrie, Your Highness, Ladies and
Gentlemen.
It is a great disappointment to me
and to all of us, Colonel Norrie, that
you are obliged to curtail your stay
among us, but I am very glad at least
that you were able to witness the very
well-earned victory your team scored
on the polo ground yesterday and I take
this opportunity of congratulating
them on the success they so richly
deserved.
You say, Colonel Norrie, that your
team has benefited by your games
here . I can only say in reply that we
have benefited equally . Defeat is as
good for one as victory and no one
grudges victory to a sporting opponent
—rather one takes pleasure in that
victory, and I know that the defeated
team yesterday were as pleased at being beaten by such a gallant side as the
10th Hussars as if they had won themselves . I only hope that this victory
is but the forerunneer of many yet to
come for your team . We look forward,
not only to your carrying off the interregimental cup next month, but also to
your attaining that place of precedence
in the polo world held by your Regiment in India when they were out here
before the war . (Hear, hear .)
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If you and your Officers have enjoyed
your visit to Jodhpur as I hope you
have, let me assure you that your visit
has been an equal pleasure to us all.
As I said the other day it has done us
an immense amount of good to be dug
out of our normal routine lives . I am
afraid we shall all feel very like pricked balloons when you have all gone,
(Laughter) but I hope very much you
will come again to revive us at no distant date and give us the opportunity
of retrieving yesterday's hammering
But even if you find it impossible to
come and play us at polo, I hope you

will remember that collectively or individually you may always count on the
warmest welcome in Jodhpur whenever
you can come here and such hospitality
as I can offer it will always be a very
great pleasure to me to extend to
you.
I thank you Colonel Norrie and I
thank you, ladies and gentlemen, for
the very kind way in which you have
drunk my health . I now ask you ladies
and gentlemen to join me in drinking
the health of Colonel Norrie and the
Officers of the 10th Royal Hussars.
(Prolonged cheers .)

The Fort, Jodhpur .
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Kadir Cup, 1934.
Captain C . B . Harvey has bad luck
in Final.
The 63rd Kadir Cup Meeting was
held this year from March 19th to 21st,
Name .
D . S . 0 .,
Lt .-Col . C . W . M . Norrie,
..
M. C .
Captain W . E . Carver
..
Captain C . B . Harvey
. .
. .
Captain C . D . Miller
. .
Captain M . N . E . Macmullen
Lieut . J . P . Archer-Shee
..
Lieut . H . H . Jones
. .
Lieut . Hon . A . B . J . Grenfell
. .
Lieut . N D . Charrington
..
Lieut. P .M .G . Llewellen-Palmer
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the venue being the same as in previous years on the East bank of the
Ganges, near Sujmana.
Over 130 horses were entered, including the following from the Regiment :-

1st . Nomination .

2nd Nomination.

Panther .
King Cole .
Spider .
Split Ear .
St . George .
Grey Knight .
Lemon Squash .
Rebellion .
Snapper .
The Cat .

Activity.
Town Crier.
Battler.
Black Sahib.
Shambli.
M . G.
Swansong.
Australian star.
Second String.
Bedsocks .

Dawnay, George Scott and R . ArcherShee had also entered but were prevented from attending on account of
sickness.
The following got through the first
round :
Colonel Norrie, 2 horses . Carver,
1 horse . Harvey, 1 horse . Macmullen,
1 horse . Archer-Shee, 1 horse . Grenfell,
2 horses.
2nd Round.
Colonel Norrie and Harvey.
Semi-finals.
Colonel Norrie and Harvey.
Finalist.
Harvey.
We cannot do better than quote extracts from " The Statesman " of March

27th, which gives an excellent review
of the Kadir.
" Sixty-three Spears ."
The entries totalled 63 spears, who
had entered as first nominations 63
horses, and as second nominations 56.
The spears included three previous
Kadir Cup winners in Major Richards,
R . A ., who holds with Captain Scott
Cockburn, 4th Hussars, the record of
having won three times, Mr . Jones,
10th hussars, the 1932 winner, and
Captain Honourable Arthur Grenfell,
10th Hussars, last year 's winner . Other
noted Kadir Cup competitors included
Lieut .-Colonel Norrie, 10th Hussars,
and Captain Atherton of Viceroy's
Bodyguard, Captain Harvey and Captain
Macmullen, both 10th Hussars, and Mr.
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Bramford an old spear of the Wardrop
vintage.
The Committee are due thanks for
their hard work . In particular did
everyone appreciate the presence again
of Mr . Percy Marsh, an old Kadir Cup
winner and now Commissioner of
Meerut . The Committee consisted of
the following members :— President,
P. W . Marsh ; Members, H . Bramford,
Lt .-Col . C . W . M . Norrie, 10th Hussars,
Major H . Mc . A . Richards, R . A ., Honorary Secretary, Capt . P . H . J . Tuck,
R . A . ; Field Master, P . W . Marsh ; A . D.
C's ., Capt . A . H . Peys, Royal Dragoons,
Capt . J . S . Starling, R . A ., Lieut . R . W.
McLeod, R .H .A ., Lieut . W . A . Ferguson
Davie, R. A ., Lieut . A . M . Barne, Royal
Dragoons .

in . Capt . Tuck's Manifest was through
the first round . Major Richard's Centaur
was in a heat not yet decided and Mr.
Gray had Granite through the first
round and his other horse Hermione
still in an undecided heat . After dinner
the programme for the next day was
arranged and consisted of the five first
round second nomination heats undecided, five second round first nomination
heats and four second round second
nomination heats.
Second Day.
The line started at Sherpur and all ex pected an earlier return to camp But
the situation soon became grim for the
Secretary . Before lunch not many pig
were seen, several were lost and there
were frequent delays to the line which
may have meant that pig trickled forward and got out of range without being
hunted . By lunch time, in fact, only
five heats had been decided and those
undecided included several of the first
round heats which help up second round
ones . After lunch, for various reasons,
there was no progress . Pig were lost,
falls were frequent and by 4 :30 no more
heats had been finished . The dismay,
therefore, of those whose single horses
left in were their second nominations,
including Major Richard's Centaur, the
Committee began to be prepared to cut
out second nominations . The remaining
first nomination heats were therefore
put on the line . The luck then changed
and decisions became more rapid.
Again a very long day for all and a
longing for Wardrops Tree to come into
view .

First Day.
On the previous evening all the horses
had been drawn into 16 first nomination
heats and 14 second nomination making
a total 30 to be decided . After moving
off from camp at 7 :30 a . m . the line
started earlier than usual on the far
side of the Sujmana jheel . Some of
the country was rather light and few
pig were found at the outset . After
crossing the Dasabli, however, more
were put up and in consequence 13
heats were decided by lunch time . After
lunch, as is usual, few pig were seen,
but later in the evening more were
found . The heats, umpires and A .D .C's.
worked hard to get on terms with the
pig available and the going was good on
the whole . In consequence, by the end
of a long day of first round heats all
first nominations had been decided and
all but five of the second nominations.
Third Day.
Falls had been numerous owing largely to the pace but there had been no
The line again started at Sherpur and
serious damage to spears or horses. proceeded to beat an area which had
Both nominations of Mr . Jones, 10th been encircled the day before . Pig
Hussars, the 1932 winner, had been were almost immediately viewed and
knocked out . So had Major Richards soon Mr . Gray on Granite had won one
first nomination Monmouth, both Mr.
semi-final . Shortly after, he had won
Parr's horses and both Mr . Beamont, again on Hermione and it remained to
M .P's . Col . Norrie's first nomination, be seen who would compete with him as
Panther, although still in was lame and the third spear in the final heat of three.
there were various other casualties . On The remaining heat was a " hot " one
the other hand Capt . Grenfell, Iast with Major Richards and his Centaur,
year's winner, and Col . Norrie, a last both veteran winners, Col . Norrie and
year's finalist, each had two horses left his Panther, last year's finalist, and

Heathcote-Amory

Richards

Harvey

Col . Norrie

Gray

KADIR CUP 1934
Semi-Finalists .

Moseley

Starling

Tuck
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Capt . Harvey's Spider . After some much worse than was anticipated and it
delay several falls and runs with losses
is problematical whether the horse will
of pig at last Capt . Harvey got the first ever recover.
spear . Mr . Gray decided to ride Granite
A word about the winner, Douglas
himself and to put Mr . Armstrong, also Gray he is a young officer in Skinner's
of Skinner' Horse, up on his Hermione.
Horse and a great friend of the regiA good boar soon broke and went back
ments.
through a gap in the line of the eleHis effort in getting both his horses
phants . The heat was slipped in full into the final is outstanding for one who
view of the spectators . The pace was has never competed in the Kadir be
terrific and rumour has it that Mr . Gray, fore.
to keep up with his principle opponent,
His victory did not come as a surpise
had to drop his reins on Granite's neck
to those in the Regiment who had seen
in order to wield his spear with one him hunting with the Gogra Tent Club.
hand and ply his whip freely with the
Absolutely without fear, he rides
other . It is also believed that Mr. extremely hard and is an expert at
Armstrong on the wild Hermione was
handling a spear.
hard put to it to obey his obvious inThe Colonel "Tipped" him a good outstruction to keep out of the forefront of
sider to back some weeks before the
the battle.
Kadir and we congratulate the winner
Many would have liked to see the 10th most heartily.
Hussars win with Capt . Harvey's Spider,
The following shows how we have
especially after Col . Norrie, their C . 0 ' s. fared each year in the Kadir, since our
bad luck in crippling Panther . How- arrival in India.
ever, it was a most popular and thoroughly deserved win for a young pigYear .
Name.
sticker, of little experience who had
1931
Harvey—Semi-finals.
proved his natural talent and his courage
so convincingly . His horses were far
1932
Jones won.
from being trained pigstickers and it is
Macmullen both horses in
interesting to know that they are both
semi-final.
aged . Granite is actually 17 years old
1933
Arthur Gren fell won.
and a grey ; it must be many years since
Colonel Norrie—Finalist.
a grey has won . There have now been
Harvey - both horses
three whaler winners in succession
semi-finals.
following a longer series of Indian bred
1934
Harvey
- Finalist.
ones ."
Col . Norrie—Semi-Finals.
The Colonel and Harvey unfortunately
drew each other in the semi-final, when
We have still two more years in India
the latter won after an excellent conand our best wishes go out to all corn
test.
We sympathise with Harvey, who petitors from the Regiment to regain
the Cup once more for the Tenth
looked all over the winner in the final.
"Spider" was well to the fore and Hussars .
Harvey actually speared the pig first
broke his spear but unfortunately dropped it so could not count as the winner.
Rotten luck and nobody deserves to
NOTICE.
win the Kadir more than Roscoe Harvey,
as his record below will show.
All readers are reminded that this
We also sympathise with the Colonel
on his great horse " Panther" being number completes Volume XIII, therefore subcriptions for Volume XIV should
seriously injured.
If Panther had remained sound he be forwarded immediately, with the
enclosed subscription form, to the
might well have reached the final again—
the wound inside the hock has proved Hon . Sec, and Treasurer,
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REVERBERATION OF THE
RECENT MANOEUVRES
BY
A TIRED TROOPER

The captains and the kings depart ;
the tumult and the shouting dies ."
The rumble of guns and tramp of
marching feet no longer makes the
sleeper turn in his bed . The litter of
cigarette ends, last traces of the district
commander's conference, have been
swept away . Water-bottle and haverpremanouv sacks have resumed their
lustre, and rest on their accustomed
pegs on the bungalow wall . Conversation turns to the coming polo
tournaments, the choice of costume for the
fancy-dress ball, and the probable winner of the Civil Service Cup . Nevertheless, in messes, barrack-rooms and
canteens the reverberation of war hangs
in the atmosphere . " The song is over
but the melody lingers on ", as "Hutch"
used to croon so sweetly years ago in
" Uncle's " . Major X, over his second
glass of port, maintains indignantly that
it was outrageous that his squadron
should have been put out of action near
Something-ganj . Cpl . Spotter sticks
firmly to his original hallucination that
there were two companies of infantry
holding the bridge on the Nullah, and
not a weak troop of dismounted cavalry.
Lieutenant Traverse of the Machinegun Company continues his controversy
with Captain Sprocket of the Armouredcar section as to the probable fire-effect
of an Armoured Car's gun when travelling at thirty miles per hour on a kutcha
road . Wives and sweet-hearts widowed
for four days by the demands of Man
oeuvres, find themselves still conversationally bereaved as they hear the voices
of the men droning on interminably behind the dining room door or rising
vehemently in argument in the canteen.
"It was only one of those scheme, shamfights, we used to call them . What was
it all about ? Why do they go on about
it, when it's all over and done with ?"
*
*
*
*
The Blue Force were the guardians of
a frontier and a pipe-line of consider-

able commercial importance . The Red
force (Cawnpore) presumed to threaten
both the violation of the frontier and
(succeeding in that) the destruction of
the pipe-line . Blue and Red forces are
approximately equal.
Colonel Tartan pushes his plate impatiently on one side and arranges his
knife, fork and spoon like the spokes
of a wheel at an angle of about thirty
degrees one with another : " It is easy
to be wise after the event," he says,
clearing his throat as senior officers do
on embarking on any outrageous statement, " But I still maintain that the
crux of the question for the commander
of the Blue Force was : which was the
most important, the pipeline or the
frontier ? The enemy could come by
any of these three roads which was
more or less equidistant from the object
of their invasion . If the commander of
the Lucknow Force wished to make
sure of protecting the pipe-line, he must
keep his force concentrated as near as
possible to the apex of this triangle
which the three roads make . In that
way whichever of the three roads the
enemy chose is equally easy for him to
defend . Principles of war, my boy,
economy of force, concentration and
. . all that sort of thing . But the
commander was definitely ordered to
protect the frontier . That meant going
ten miles westwards, holding a frontage
which increased in length at every mile
he advanced and on which he was
morally certain to be outflanked . Of
course the obvious appreciation was to
advance down the centre road of the
three ; but the question was : how far ?
" Now in Pietermaritzburg in nineteen hundred - or was it in nineteen-one?
Put a fair wind behind the port, George,
there's a good fellow
. It was
in nineteen hundred, I feel positive.
Well, whenever it was, old Tommy
Crosby was faced by a similar problem.
Old Tommy was a hell of a feller—great
man to hounds, great sportsman . He
was Peter Crosby's son who married
the Dalrymple girl . He— I mean Peter
—had a nice place in Warwickshire
. . . . No I'm wrong Peter was
never married . He was the son of John
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Crosby—old Sir John whom they called
the squire . Well, as I was saying Peter
—I mean Tommy—was faced with a
similar problem . . . . What's that
my dear ? Yes, we're coming . . .
Yes now . .
During the afternoon of the 22nd the
Cameronian Highlanders came in a
" hush-hush " train from Fyzabad to
reinforce the invading (Red) force.
This train, with blinds drawn, passed
right through the Blue force without
arousing any suspicion . A cavalry
patrol of the Blue force was actually
held up at the level crossing while the
train bearing these most important
reinforcements passed by.
" Who was the silly coot in charge
of that advance-guard of mine on Monday ? " demanded an irate squadronleader on his return from the conference . " Was it you Teeth ?"
" No . It was Feature ."
" Feature, you miserable fish, didn't
you see the train ? Didn't you think it
worthy of remark that the blinds were
drawn? They can't all have been
drawn . There must have been an odd
Jock or two peeping out . How the hell
did you never notice it ?"
" Well, I say, it was all very difficult.
I did see the train, and it looked just
like all other trains so I came back to
tell you about it . But I was riding
number seventy-two . You know, the
horse that Corporal Dobson used to ride.
The one that stands in the fourth standing from the far end of my troop . The
bay with two white stockings which had
a girth-gall last November year—No, it
wasn't a girth-gall, it was a tread . .
Yes, all right . Well, number seventytwo was dancing all over the place—he's
funny that way with trains, You see I
don't usually ride him, but Sergeant
Bell's horse had gone for the Army
Commander's third horse-holder and I
thought . . ."
*
*
*
The commander of the Blue force
having learned that the invaders were
advancing in strength down the most
Northerly of the the three roads, despatched his cavalry, supported by guns
and a battalion of infantry North-east-
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wards to cut them off from the pipeline . Despite the speed with which the
cavalry carried out this movement and
the magnificent marching of the battalion, which marched twelve miles without a halt, the force was insufficient to
stem the invaders . The pipe-line fell
into their hands and considerable
damage was done to it.
Trooper : " We 'ad twelve hours armistice then, and wanted it . All the 'osses
ate their feeds lyin' down . I'd like to
'ave 'ad my breakfast in bed too . You
know there ought to be special dress
allowance for gaffs like those . I wore
right through my bleedin' pants that
morning . But what about them Punjabis ? March ! Those long thin shanks
of their's dent 'arf cover some ground !
Did you hear their colonel say as 'ow
they could run the last three miles if th
situation was desperate . They'd already come eight, and most of it on soft
sand!"
*
*
Meanwhile on the southern sector the
Cameronians were heavily engaged by
the Camerons and attacked in flank and
rear by Skinner's Horse . Their support ing artillery and transport were captured and the situation was such that
Rifleman McBridge (Cameronians:)
" Surrenderr ! Surrenderr me fut ! And
to whom ? To a lot of breechless, byrebred uneducated cattle thieves ! Didn't
they come in a train like a lot o' sissies?
Afraid, maybe that their feet 'd get
sore wi' rnairching ! And us not even
given the chance of a friendly argument wi' 'em in the canteen ! Surrenderr ! "
On the resumption of hostilities on
the 25th, the invaders found it expedient to begin a withdrawal towards
Cawnpore . The Blue force heartened
by the neutrality declared by Fyzabad,
enraged by the violation of their frontier, and wounded economically by the
damage to their precious pipe-line, set
out in haste to wreak vengeance.
The cavalry and one battalion of
infantry, with a battery of guns, were
ordered to get in touch with the enemy
retiring down the Northern road and
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force him to stand and fight . Meantime the three Lucknow battalions in
the South hastened Northwards in two
columns to cut off the enemy's retreat
and attack him in the flank . Speed was
the order of the day ; for the invaders
must if possible be caught in the bottleneck at Mohan where they must cross
the Sai Nullah . But the invaders were
putting their best foot foremost and
were reported travelling fast.
The Blue cavalry at the beginning of
the pursuit were held up by a rear-guard
of armoured cars . While they sideslipped southwards to avoid these they
ran head on into the invaders cavalry.
Each had at least two squadrons
mounted and ready for shock tactics
and it was a situation which could only
have been decided by steel and bullets.
Distracted umpires spurred hither and
thither while squadrons faced each
other, horses and men wild with excitement at the prospect of a gallop, and
even the most sluggish imagination
fired by the picture before them.

by the Rajputs, were threatening their
southern flank . The sands of retribution were running swiftly through the
glass of time.
At 12 .45 when the Cameronians, successful in their flank attack, had cut in
between the invaders' main body and
their rearguard, vast and swiftly moving columns of dust to the north showed
that the Lucknow cavalry were round
the other flank and the box was closed.
Brigadier Laird held all the trumps and
could play them in whichever order he
wished and in his own time . Only
" Cease Fire " prevented a mimic massacre.

Both sides :
" We'd have gone through them like

gotten that by next year . Victory may
go to the swift but it's me who has to
work overtime afterwards )

a scoop through cheese ! "
" Our machine guns and automatics
would have played hell with them ."
" When the trumpeter sounded Rally,
I mistook it for the Charge . Really I
did sir .
."
" We saw 'em long before they saw us.
Machine guns ! I'd like to meet the cove
who could hit me ridin' ninety-two.
When our bloke said ` line will attack '
she was off like* the bats *of hell ."
Only after two attempts were the
opposing regiments parted sufficiently
to have their freedom of manoeuvre
restored . Their respective commanders
accepted the umpire's decision with as
much grace as their disappointment
would permit . If each had equal justification behind his claim to victory the
correct ruling would have been complete
destruction of both regiments.
Meanwhile the 2/16th Punjabis were
at grips with the invader ' s rearguard ;
the other battallion, the 3/1st had captured the bridges in the enemy's rear at
Mohan, the Cameronians, supported

The Army Commander :
" So great was your ardour in battle
and so swiftly did you move, that you
cut short the exercise by twenty-four
hours . . ."

A boot-maker at his
last
soliloquising :
A farrier at his anvil
" I hopes our lads will have for-

(Republished with the kind permission
of the " Pioneer .")

FIFTY YEARS AGO
FROM THE " STATESMAN" OF
FEBRUARY 6, 1884
(REUTER ' S)
Defeat of Baker Pasha
CAIRO, FEBRUARY 5.
Baker Pasha has been completely defeated by the insurgents near Tokar,
losing two thousand men and six guns.
Baker Pasha is returning to Suakim with
the remainder of his force .
LATER.
In the recent defeat sustained by
Baker Pasha, the Egyptian troops refused to fight, and bolted . The Europeans and Turks, who stood their
ground, were cut to pieces . The
marines have been disembarked at
Suakim, in order to prevent a panic
there . The relief of the beleaguered
garrisons is now hopeless .
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MUTTRA CUP MEETING
Tenth Hussars' Team 's Success
SCARCITY OF PIG
EXPERIENCED
Trophy Shared by Three Teams

From A Correspondent.
Muttra, April 7.
The Muttra Cup Meeting which
started on April 2 was concluded on
April 6 under rather unsatisfactory
conditions.
The 10th Royal Hussars and Muttra
Tent Club teams, who were left in the
Finals with three kills out of five runs
each, stayed on an extra morning to
decide the issue, but as no boar could
be found, the Cup has to be shared between three teams.
The following teams were entered:
The Royal Dragoons, 10th Royal Hussars, Skinner's Horse, Poona Horse,
6th Field Brigade R .A ., 12th Field
Brigade, R .A ., Muttra Tent Club, Delhi
Tent Club, Gogra Tent Club, Royal
Artillery, Muttra.
The 10th Hussars team, consisting
of Lt -Col . Norrie, Captain Harvey
and Captain Macmullen, were considered by many good judges to have an
outstanding chance and they proved
themselves to be an exceptionally fine
hunting team in difficult country.
Other good teams were the Muttra
Tent Club, consisting of Messrs . Pike,
Faithful and Odling, and the 12th
Field Brigade R .A ., consisting of Captain Tuck, Captain Lindsay and Mr.
Ferguson-Davie.
First Day
The first day's beat started in Mati
Jheel, opposite Dangauli Bagh, and
afterwards was extended to Jehangirpur . Cover was extremely thick all
day, in many places unrideable and pig
were conspicuous by their absence . A
disappointing beginning, in which only
3 teams were slipped and no pig killed.
The second day's hunting was in
Panigaon, where pig were plentiful all
day and cover light, except for the
well-known thorn jungle and thick river-
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strip patches of grass . An excellent
day's hunting in which 23 heats were
decided and 13 teams killed their pig.
Seven were boar of 28" but many
teams had to be slipped on to small pig
of 25" and 26".
The third day started below the
Rajah's House in the jhow on the far
side of the river and again cover proved
far too thick . Only one team managed
to score and this pig happened to take
the only possible line of country where
he could be killed.
Bijouli was the next draw but in
spite of the whole countryside being
covered with pig-rootlings about 10 days
old, which reminded one of the Somme
battlefield, not a boar could be found.
Another long and disappointing day.
Last Day
The last day was again held at
Panigaon where the 10th Hussars started the day by killing their third pig out
of four runs . The Muttra Tent Club
soon equalled this and likewise the 12th
Field Brigade, R .A.
The Royals in the meanwhile had
killed two pig out of two runs and were
in a strong position . However, they
lost the next two - one, a small pig in
grass and the other a big boar in thick
grass.
Pig became scarce, but the 12th
Field Brigade, R . A . had two hunts,
losing their fifth and sixth pig, making
their total three out of six.
The 10th Hussars looked like winning the contest and only failed by
inches to race a small 25" sow over 400
yards of grass, before she could reach
the thorn jungle, Macmullen falling
into a blind hole just as he was spearin g .
The final and extra morning on
April 6 between the 10th Hussars and
Muttra Tent Club teams was a blank
affair and the much-hunted Panigaon
country refused to provide any more
pig .
History of Cups
The Muttra Cup was started in its
present form for teams of three in 1911
but earlier competitions, more on the
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present Kadir lines, were held in the
'eighties.
The competition, owing to floods,
was suspended for several years and
only restarted in 1933 . The whole aspect of the country has changed and
what used to be fair hunting country
is now an impenetrable jungle . The
difficulty is to find a level bit of country
where all teams have a fair chance
The Joint Secretaries, Mr . W .G .H.
Pike, and Mr . W . Mc . C T . Faithful,
R .A ., deserve great credit and thanks
for restarting this meeting and for
making such thorough arrangements.
The Line and elephants were ably run
by Captain J . F . Adye, R .A , while the
catering under the direction of Captain
V . C . Ritchie, R .A ., could not have
been bettered.
The tasks of the umpires were not

easy but were most efficiently and fairly
carried out.
The meeting of 1934 was enjoyable
although disappointing, but all teams
competing agree they hoped to do so
again in 1935.
The above extracts from " The
Pioneer" of April 8th are republished
by courtesy of the Editor.
In addition to the Regimental Team,
the following represented the Gogra
Tent Club :
Captain Miller
Lieut .
Grenfell.
Lieut .
Jones.
This is the second year in succession that the Regimental Team has been
in the Finals of the Muttra Cup.
The Cup is being kept in the Mess
from October to January next

A Morning's Pigsticking at Jodhpur.
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RACING NOTES.
At the Lahore Xmas Meeting the only
regimental horses engaged were Major
Davy's OFFENCE andMr . Abel-Smith's
old hurdler ABSORBENT . The former
showed a strong dislike for a tight
finish, In fact a strong dislike for anything to do with racing and her owner
and trainer decided that no time must
be lost before she was put to the jumping business . ABSORBENT, on the other
hand seemed to have taken a new lease
of life and ran so well in the first hurdle
race that he was looked upon as a good
thing for a similar race on the last day.
He started at eight to one and was the
medium of a mild gamble . Although he
ran very well the ` luggage' was at fault
the jockey left himself too much ground
to make up in the straight and was beaten
a neck when he should have won by
three lengths.
At Meerut a few weeks later Mr . Abel
Smith had his revenge . ABSORBENT ridden by another jockey, won by a neck,
but the cat had been let out of the bag
and the best price obtainable was six to
four.
The Grand National at Lahore was a
triumph for Thompson . the trainer:
Donore was first, night Jar second and
Var Plum third -all trained by him.
There was a disappointing entry--only
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eight horses facing the starter . The
course was in excellent condition and the
fences beautifully made, but very formidable did they appear to the jockies walking round beforehand on a tour of inspection . After the first circuit the race became a duel between Donore and Night
Jar . It was the first time Night Jar had
run over fences and the wise ones said
that so long as he jumped well he was
the greatest certainty possible . The
winner of two Viceroy's Cups and a King
Emperor's Cup, it seemed they had
some justification for their confidence
When it was seen that the big black
horse was jumping smoothly and well
and lying only a few lengths behind
Donore, it seemed certain that he would
win . As they came into the last fence
with Night Jar only a length behind little
Donore, there was only one name being
shouted on the stands . It was all Lombard Street to a ha'penny orange on
Night Jar.
Then when everyone expected the big
black horse to sprint away from the
chestnut, the opposite occurred . When
Mr . Edwards shook up Donore it was he
who sprinted away leaving Night Jar
as if he was standing still . Though the
two horses jumped the last fence almost
side by side, Donore won by ten lengths
and was going so fast at the winning
post that his jockey had difficulty in
stopping him jumping an extra fence.
It was a wonderful performance of a
wonderfully fit and courageous horse.
Var Plum . ridden by Major Davy, beat
Rejection by a lenghth for third place.
At Lucknow in the Spring Meeting
Donore again showed us what a great
hearted horse he is . Carrying twelve
stone ten he won the Punchestown
Chase by eight lengths, and carrying
thirteen stone over two miles and five
furlongs in the Lucknow Grand National
he was only beaten two and a half
lengths by Rejection receiving 26 pounds.
Sent out to India originally as a polo
pony, he has won upwards of twenty-five
thousand rupees for his owner in stakes
to in the last two years . He now belongs
a Tenth Hussar. Mr . Tetley, who is very
keen and shows considerable promise as
a jockey, has bought him . He could not
possibly have found a better animal on
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which to learn the game . A great jumper and stayer no weight will stop him
winning until there are some new recruits to chasing ` up country'—and they
will have to be good ones.
Offence after a course of schooling over
fences and hurdles seemed to be taking
more pleasure in her work and Major
Davy told us--rather diffidently to
have a little on her in the 'Fownes
Cup—`Just in case she takes it into
her head to race for a change' . The
jumping had done her good it was evident . Jumping out of the gate with a
good lead, she was never headed and
won on a tight rein by two lengths . The
property of a Tenth Hussars it was fitting she should win a cup given in
memory of an old Tenth Hussar—Fownes.
The Colonel's Marauder ran in two races
at this meeting without success and has
since been taken out of training.
At the Meerut Spring meeting the
regimental horses won no laurels . Owing
to a mistake about the declaration from
Tetley's new purchase, Donore, was not
allowed to run and he missed the ride to
which he had looked forward with keen
anticipation and, perhaps the swelling of
his bank balance by the stake money.
A most unfortunate start and no fault of
his own . We hope that he will pick up
a consolation prize at 'Pindi.
Captain Harvey riding Col . Burridge's
good countrybred Kenya gave us another great display of forceful finishing,
winning the last race of the day by a
short head with the next two deadheating for second place . It was the
best finish of the entire meeting and
many maintained that no other upcountry jockey amateur or professional
could have got Kenya home a winner.
He and Major Hutchison have bought a
a mare called Cold Day from Mr . Sassoon in Calcutta with the object of
winning the Army Cup next year . She
has shown very useful form in Calcutta
and if all goes well with her during the
summer she will have a great chance —
especially with `Roscoe' up.

Lavish promises
Lessen credit .

NARRATIVES OF
NATHANIEL.
No . 4—The Walk Over
"I sie's as 'ow young Mister Leather
'ad two winners at H' Ascot yesterday" remarked Mr . Pull putting down
the paper and removing his glasses to
wipe them.
Sam Stubbs nodded "'e's followin' in
'is old dad's footstep" he said . "I remember when old Leather won four
races there in one day . A great trainer
'e was and a great character from what
I've 'eard tell ."
"I doubt whether the young feller '11
ever'ave the success 'is father 'ad" said
Mr . Pull "I seed 'im one day not long
ago and 'e don't look 'arf sharp to me.
A dreamy sort o' cove ."
"Aye . But you've got to beware o'
these dreamy ones" interrupted Nathaniel from his corner . " Young Ted's
as sharp as 'is father ever was, sharper
in fact . There's more goes on be'ind
that daft expression 'o his than you'd
credit ."
"Well . I'm glad to hear it but he'd
' ave to get up very early i ' the mornin '
to beat 'is old dad" said Mr . Stubbs in
defence of the older generation.
"It came to a real set to between 'em
once" remarked Nathaniel reminiscently ." And it were the old man wot 'ad
to give in . "
"'ow was that?" said Mr . Pull reaching for the gin bottle with which to
fill Nathaniel's glass.
"It were all on account of young Ted
wantin' to get 'isself married" said
Nathaniel . "Old Tom 'is father was as
kind an old gent as you could wish but
'e were a tarter when crossed . 'e thought
young Ted were too young to get wed
and the lad was fair set on it . And
well the sparks flew and no mistake . ."
Nathaniel sipped his gin and continued : " I was working for the stable
at that time and a dam good place it
was . The old man had the flat race
'osses and young Ted looked 'arter the
jumpers but h'under 'is father supervision so to speak . Well, it 'ad been
arraged that Ted was soon to 'ave a
yard of 'is own and ' ave entire charge .
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of the jumpers because they were a bit
more than the old man could manage
and 'im getting no younger . But when
this dust up between father and son
occurred the future didn't seem to look
so good for young Ted.
You see the old man was fair rampagious . "You can't keep yourself and
yet you talk o ' gettin ' married " sez ' e.
"But if i've a yard of me own and the
jumpers I can keep meself and Mary,"
sez young Ted ." The conversation took
place in the yard one mornin' and I
'eard it all "Do you think I'm goin'
to trust all those valuable 'osses to you
when your heads that filled with a
petticoat you don't know a h'entry from
a forfeit" sez the old ` un " Not likely.
I'd rather shoot 'em first ." "But you
promised 'em to me" sez young Ted.
"Promise me foot" sez the old man.
"When I made that promise you were
a sensible lad . But now your daft!" And
so on it went . The old man very vexed
at being crossed and young Ted as
obstinate as a mule.
Well, in the h'end there were a compromise . Young Ted were given ten o '
the chasers but none o' the best—
mostly platers they were and the old
man kept the good ones in ' is own yard.
"You show me what you can do with
that lot" sez the old man . "I started
with a worse string than that and I
made 'em pay . Show me that you can
do the same and I'll consider lettin' you
have the others. But mind you " sez
'e" " Don't come to me for 'elp and
advice . Your'e on your own . You sez
you can shift for youself . Do so . And
if our 'osses meets on a race course, its
no family affair . We're rival trainers
and you look out for yourself ."
" Well, everything went swimmingly
for a while and Mr . Ted and I (I went
with 'im as 'ead lad) picks up a small
race every now and again . But after
about a couple o' months we gets a
taste of the old man's mettle . Young
Mr . Ted 'ad one promising young 'oss
and enters 'im in a selling race . 'e only
wanted 'im to 'ave a school and thought
in a field of selling platers, they being
all good experienced jumpers, there
would be less danger of the 'oss being
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knocked about than in one of those
juvenile affairs . Well, would you believe
it after the race when the 'oss 'ad run
fifth the old man claims it.
You know its the rule that you can
claim any 'oss for the price its h entered for plus the winning stake ; but its a
thing as is 'ardly ever done . But there
it was . The old man got that 'oss for a
'undred and fifty quid when its real
value were nearer six 'undred . And
young Mr . Ted 'ad no redress . 'e were
proper vexed . Sez 'e to me : "The
dirty old twister! Think o' 'avin' that
put over by one's own flesh and blood.
Well, 'es declared war . By Gosh war it
shall be!" But though 'e were very
annoyed and very fierce there was a
twinkle in 'is eye. 'e coudn't 'elp but
admire the old man's sharpness.
Well from that day on we kept a
sharp eye on the old man's 'osses as
well as our own wonderin' 'ow we could
put a spoke in 'is wheel and get
our own back . But it were gettin' near
the end o' the chasing season and after
Liverpool 'e puts most of 'em on the
easy list ; and it seemed we wouldn't get
a chance for our revenge until the next
season . However, the old man 'ad kept
three in full work and we knew what 'e
were after . 'e often used to finish up the
season by sendin' a really good 'orse to
one 'o ' those small meetings like Torquay
or Hethersett or Market Rasen on
Easter Monday . He used to say little
fish are very sweet and talk of them as
'is fishing expeditions . And though
'an 'oss of that sort at one o' those small
meetings would start at a very short
price 'e couldn't 'elp but win and the
stake were usually in the region of sixty
quid . Well, when Mr . Ted and I studied
the calendar we saw that the old man'ad
entered Moonlight at Torquay where we
was takin' three of ours . Now Moonlight
were a real top 'Iler, a winner of several big chases and a great favourite of
the old man's . Mr . Ted sez to me ; "If
only Moonlight could get beat . I'd like
to see the old man's face after sendin'
a 'oss all that distance and him got no
profit out of it ."
Well, when it come to the day, Moonlight entered in the first race, a two
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mile handicap, and in the last, a three
mile affair . And we 'ad Sauceboat
entered in the same two races . Now
Sauceboat were no match for Moonlight whatever the weights were but
was bound to be a good thing for the
race in which Moonlight didn't go
As soon as we got on the race course
the old man comes up to Mr . Ted and
says friendly like! "Moonlight runs in
the last . I thought you'd like to know ."
"Thank you" sez Ted and gives me
orders that Sauceboat is to go in the
first . But after the 'oss is saddled and
we go into the ring to see ' ow they're
bettin', we find that our 'oss is two to
one on . "Lord!" sez Mr . Ted very cross
to Ben Farmer the biggest bookmaker
there "Thats no sort of a price" "Its
all I can offer" sez Ben . " Your old
man's just 'ad a hundred on . 'e's backed
it off the books " And it were true . Old
Mr . Leather 'ad walked in and pinched
Mr . Ted's market.
Well Mr . Ted stands there very
thoughtful for a minute and then 'e
says to Ben "Would you like me to
stand half the old man's bet?" What
d'yer mean?" sez Ben . " If my 'oss wins
I'll pay the old man half what you owe
'im ; but if it should so 'appen that ' e
loses I get half 'is hundred quid ." And
'e winks very knowingly at Ben . " That
'II suit me" sez the bookmaker and no
sooner are the words out of 'is mouth
than Mr . Ted nips through the crowd
and out onto the course and I see's 'im
speak to Jacky Morgan who was ridin'
Sauceboat.
Well, you can perhaps guess what 'e
said to Jacky when I tells you that
after leadin' for half a mile in the race,
Sauceboat runs out at the fence on the
far side and doesn't complete the
course.
Well it were worth a 'undred quid to
see the expression on old Mr . Leather's
face . 'e come into the weighin' room
a'cursin ' like the Captain of a tramp
steamer . " Don't you ever school your
'osses?" sez 'e to Mr . Ted . "And what
the 'ell do you put up a silly 'arf baked
lad like Morgan? 'e couldn't ride inside
a cab" and so on . But Mr . Ted just smiles
and sez : "I'm sorry for those that backed

'im Its very disappointin ' for them ."
And then Ben Farmer comes in and
sez "Did you say you wanted some ready
Mr . Ted and counts 'im out ten fivers
before the old man . And old Mr.
Leather goes outa fuming and very
puzzled but not knowin' how e' been
had.
Well when it comes to the last race
I come into the weighin' room and were
very surprised to see Mr . Ted there
dressed in Sauceboat colours . "We run
Sauceboat in the last" sez 'e to me ."
And I'm goin' to ride 'im myself . That
runnin' out might become a habit . He
wants a school badly and if h'anything
were to 'appen to Moonlight we'd get
the stake . All the others 'ave scratched ." Old Mr . Leather were sittin' there
and 'e jumped up and said : " What? you
run Sauceboat"
"Yes" . Sez Mr . Ted.
"But he's run already once today.
And he hasn't an earthly with Moonlight ."
"He only went 'arf a mile" sez Mr.
Ted . "It'll do him no 'arm . You said
yourself 'e wanted a school ."
Well the old man jumps up and starts
walkin' up and down . "You can't possibly beat Moonlight" 'e sez . "Its just
silly runnin' a good horse like Sauceboat
twice in one day,"
" Anything may happen in a chase"
sez Mr . Ted sharply . "Moonlight might
fall ."
'Moonlight fall! He never has done
yet'' sez old Mr . Leather fair indignant.
"Well, he might run out'' sez Mr . Ted.
After a while Mr . Leather sez : "Look
here Ted, if you don't run I get a walk
over . I'll give you the place money not
to run . Thats fifteen quid . The goings
very treacherous you know ."
"But I want to give Sauceboat a
school' sez Mr. Ted . "And as you say,
the goings treacherous and something
might happen to Moonlight . If it did
I'd get the whole stake— a hundred quid
Theres nothing amiss with Moonlight is
there?" he asks suddin' like.
"Of course not" sez the old man " es
never been fitter in'is life ."
" Thats a good job " sez Ted ." We'll
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have a nice race, father against son . A
nice family affair" and turning to 'is
valet 'e sez : " give me that light saddle
Tom and my heavy whip ."
Then the old man goes across to Ted
and takes 'im by the h'arm and whispers in ' is ear.
"Cash' sez Ted . Remember what you
said when we meet on a race-course its
not a family affair . We're rival trainers ."
Well the old man pulls a long face but
pulls out 'is wallet and counts ou' fifty
quid and gives it to 'is son . Ted turns
to me and sez, "Nat : Tell the clerk of
the scales Sauceboat don't go . Moonlight walks over for the last ."
Well, we walked out together to see
Moonlight saddled and ridden past the
stands and the 'oss being quite a famous
'oss and a great favourite a lot of folks
stayed to watch 'im . And a bloke
standin' be'ind us sez all of a sudden
Why! the old 'oss is lame as a tree!"
Mr . Leather turns to Mr . Ted and sez.
"Yes . He hurt himself in 'is box comin'
down . If you'd had 'arf your wits about
you you'd have had this walk over and
a hundred quid instead of fifty".
But Mr . Ted smiles innocently up at
'is guv'nor and said " I couldn't 'ardly
'ave done that, father.
My 'oss ins't here . I sent him home
after the first race ."
The next year Mr . Ted 'ad all the
jumpers and got 'isself wed as well .
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A.R .A . CENTRAL MEETING,
MEERUT, FEBRUARY 1934.
Prior to proceeding to Meerut, practice at Lucknow could not be said to
have been wholly satisfactory . True
enough, the team commenced to tune
up early in January but the Divisional
Exercise from 22nd to 26th and the
consequent preparation broke the sequence of shooting which a team needs.
Our Lucknow range, too, is far from
perfect . Its high tiring points and
windmill targets make it difficult to
conduct the " Fire with movement"
practices which constitute two thirds of
the Army Championship shoots . The
marking was not as good as it might be
chiefly owing to the difficulty experienced by butt N . C . Os . in understanding
the conditions of the practices which
are so much more intricate than anything encountered in the Annual Course.
Next year we suggest it would be better
if we could obtain a Sergeant who would
volunteer as permanent butt N . C . O.
throughout the practice period.
Several likely young shots were tried
out of whom Tpr . Bell (`A' Squadron)
Cpl . Hall and L/Cpl . Bumstead ('RHQ')
(now Trumpet-Major) and Tpr . Lodge.
('C' Squadron) did very well but the
first mentioned ran out the best by a
small margin and thus won his place in
the team . We believe another year will
make a great difference to the "others
and that next time more of them will
reach Meerut.
The team finally selected on the
practice results proved to be Major
A . S . Turnham, O . B . E ., Mr . F . 0.
Mason, S . S . M . Dearden, Sergeant W.
Bradford, F . Cpl . Siely and Tpr . Bell,
and they journeyed to Meerut on 1st
February to participate in two practice
shoots before the commencement of the
Meeting proper on 6th February.
Unfortunately Sgt . Davis was required to practice for the Delhi Horse
Show, and Riding School work, and could
not be spared . This was a great pity
as it is possible with his assistance the
team would have brought back the much
coveted Bird wood Vase for the Champion Team in India . As it was, the
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Team consisting of Major Turnham,
Mr . Mason, S . S . M . Dearden and
F. Cpl . Siely, led the field on the first
day and again on the second day but
dropped to fourth place on the third and
final day . Considering we had a left
handed man in the team, who was
handicapped in rapid practices, this can
be considered an excellent performance.
The Meeting opened with the Preliminary Stage of the Individual Revolver
for which there were 70 entries of whom
the top 30 would go forward at the end
of the day to the final stage . We expected great things of Major Turnham
who is a veritable expert with this
weapon and of Sgt . Bradford who
finished third last year, but for some
unaccountable reason, perhaps through
being a little over-lionised by their
respective hosts, they failed to gain
their places in the select band left in for
the final stages.
S . S . M . Dearden shot well to gain his
place in the thirty, and in the final shoot
finished 22nd . Mr . Mason was unlucky
to be counted out of the thirty . He got
the same total as four others, but by the
rules of the competition he was the one
that had to drop out.
Next day, the 7th, in the Roupell Cup,
F . Cpl . Siely put up a wonderful shoot
of 46 out of 50 in the rapid practice at
500 yards and at the end of the day his
total of 122 stood 2nd out of all competitors present, and gained him a large
Bronze Medal . An excellent performance . Mr . Mason with 117 finished close
behind, just in front of Major Turnham
with 115.
At the end of the day our top scores
led the field with the highest average.
Now came the ticklish business of
selecting the four to represent the
Regiment in the Birdwood Vase, the
members of the team having to be
nominated at the close of the first day's
shoot . F . Cpl . Siely was included on his
excellent Roupell score whilst Major
Turnham and Mr . Mason with their good
scores and vast experience stood well in.
It remained to choose between S . S . M.
Dearden and Sgt . Bradford for fourth
place . They had been running neck and
neck in practice with Dearden slightly

ahead and the final choice fell to him.
As a matter of fact it proved to be an
unfortunate one, for had Bradford been
selected, the team would have won the
Chetwode Cup for second place in the
Championship, but with the difficult
practices in these competitions it is an
easy matter for a man to shoot well and
yet just be missing the snap and a bad
score is the inevitable result . This was
the case with Dearden and he was
naturally very disappointed, but it
happens to the best of shots at times.
The Match on the 8th was the
A . R . A . Cup, a very hard one . Mr.
Mason in spite of the drawback of not
being fit, shot extraordinarily well to
finish 3rd out of all competitors present,
his score of 163 gaining him the Small
Bronze Medal . In this competition,
F . Cpl . Siely put on a wonderful 46 out
of 50 at 600 yards and we all thought he
was in for another good day . Unfortunately after this great effort he
struck a bad patch with the result that
his scores at the other three practices
were below his usual average and he
dropped away behind the first flight.
Major A . S . Turnham who had been
shooting well now encountered a below
average rapid, but he finished strongly
with all 10 shots on the snap for a
glorious 46 out of 50 and a highly
creditable total of 150, which with the
other scores again put us at the head of
the field for the "Birdwood ."
The next day, the 9th, was the
Luckrock Competition, the score of
which, added to the A . R . A . and the
Roupell, decided the placings in the
Birdwood, the Individual Championship,
the Rank Classes and the 50 to shoot off
for that most coveted of shooting
decorations - the King's Medal.
The "Luckrock" is a particularily
severe competition, corresponding in
every detail to the "Roberts" shot at
Bisley . Competitors are required to
both run fast and shoot quickly and all
three practices are continuous . Major
Turnham put on a good 94 and would
have done better had not his magazine
spring misbehaved itself . Mr . Mason
put on 99, Bradford 75 and Dearden 50.
In this competition the firer has to run
100 yards and get off 10 rounds in 55
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Lt . F . O . Mason .

seconds in one practice, 10 rounds in
40 seconds in another, and remain in the
aim for 7 minutes in the third, besides re
charging in the middle of each practice.
It is in this competition that a left
handed man is at a considerable disadvantage and it cost Dearden many
valuable points . Nevertheless even with
this drawback he is an excellent shot and
can beat the best of right handed men, as
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we have no doubt the
next Regimental Rifle
Meeting will further
prove.
The Team was
placed 4th in the Birdwood Vase which was
eventually won by the
1/5th Ghurkhas, a
Regiment with a very
fine shooting record.
It is a point worth
noting that this beautiful and highly prized trophy has been
won more often by
Indian than by British
Regiments . Indian
Regiments have a
smaller allotment of
ammunition than British so one is led to ask
how is it that they do
so well . The answer
is that not having the
ammunition they practice persistently without it and since for
t h e A. R. A. a n d
" Luckrock" Competitions fitness and careful judgment of time
is of paramount importance, they win.
The fast run does not
upset them in the
least . Whilst we are
breathing hard and
shooting erratically
they are breathing
easily and shooting
straight . It proves it
is not necessary for
teams to blow off
boxes of ammunition
to become e x p e r t
shots . Merely going through the motion
is somewhat dreary and uninteresting but a team of good shots that is
keen enough to stick it will go in and
win every time.
In the Individual Matches the chief
honours went to Mr . Mason, who won
the following prizes :
Silver Jewel for 2nd place in the
British Army.
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Large Silver Medal for 1st place in the
Officers Class.
Large Silver Medal for 1st place in the
Mounted Branches.
Small Bronze Medal for 3rd place in
the A .R .A . Cup Competitions.
Major Turnham carried off :
Small Bronze Medal for 3rd place in
the Officer's Class.
Small Bronze Medal for 3rd place in
the Mounted Branches.
F . Cpl . Siely won the Large Bronze
Medal for 2nd place in the Roupell Cup
Competition.
The Meeting was remarkable for the
good performance of British Cavalrymen
of whom only The Royals, 10th R.
Hussars and 13/18th Hussars were represented.
Besides our own successes, Sgt . Bayes
of the 13/18th Hussars won the King's
Medal for the best shot in All India.
Tptr . Marshall of the Royals was 3rd
in the Roupell Cup.
S . S . M . Boag of the Royals was 3rd
in the individual revolver whilst 6th,
8th and 10th places were also taken by
N . C . Os . of the same Regiment.
Hearty congratulations to them all and
may they do even better next year.

TWO MINUTE THRILLER.
I am becoming frightened—why has
my composure left me? Surely I have
nothing to be afraid of . Soon I shall
stand before him—and they say that
he listens to you first . There are quite
a number gathered round his office,
some no doubt have done as I have done.
Ah, here he comes--he doesn't seem in
a good mood this morning . Can't I go
away? no, the die is cast—I must see
it through . He's not wasting much
time, three disposed of very quickly.
Gone are the smiles of a few minutes
ago—and I know that my turn is near.
The thought is upsetting . I am becoming more afraid — why did I do this thing
—I think of excuses —there are so many,
but none seem feasible . Suddenly my
name is called—I am ushered into the
presence—"Well"? "er-er", I stammer.
"M & D", barks the doctor— " He can
go to camp, too " .

it is often a puzzling task to know
what to write about when compiling
notes for the Gazette . We make a point
of putting down on paper all that
happens concerning ourselves, so that
by the time the fateful warning for
News appears in Regimental Orders,
we look askance at the mass of material
to be disposed of.
For instance, reams were written
about Regimental Camp and the Christmas festivities, but who wants to read
about Xmas in March or April ? So we
have to simmer things down a bit, leaving only salient features to be reported
on .
Camp life is relegated as a back number, and the festive season was noted
for the fact that our S . Q . M . S . found
himself in hospital and Don reigned in
his stead . Mr . Kaye was also in " dock "
for minor repairs.
Whilst on the subject of Mr . Kaye we
are pleased to note that his hounds collected a couple of prizes at the Lucknow
Dog Show, and only the other day supplied us with a practical demonstration
of their capabilities.
A fox had unwittingly strayed too
near our stables . Perhaps he was
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merely a scout spying out the land for
future reference but he was spotted by
our lynx eyed Signalling Officer, who,
acting with the utmost promptitude released the hounds, and, owing to the
horses not being available sent his huntsmen out on bicycles . A. short and sweet
run followed with Tam and Georgie
being in at the death for which feat
they were presented with the mask and
brush respectively.
The first days war during the training season provided some of us with
new experience . Previous to this any
sort of a march or trek was treated in
a lighthearted manner with the knowledge that camp or barracks were ready
for our reception when the days work
was done . Not a few tender seats were
to be had for the asking when all was
finished, but we were glad to report that
horses and men stood the test very well.
It was pleasing to note that the senior
ranks of the Squadron helped considerably towards lightening the burden of
the Troopers, even to the extent of
assisting the cook orderly in serving the
meals to the hungry.
Preliminary Musketry is now receiving
our undivided attention and although
we, in common with other Squadrons,
are firing an entirely new course, we
hope to put up a good show, and to come
near the top when the averages are published.
The annual visit of the Brigadier
brought a period of hard work, making
things ship-shape, from which the
Squadron emerged triumphant . In connection with the Brigadier's Inspection
competitions were held by the Commanding Officer, with prizes for the
best rooms, cook-houses and gardens.
In the barrackroom section the Squadron
topped the list by producing two rooms
which tied for equal firsts . The standard
of perfection attained was such, that, it
is rumoured R . H . Q . are to put on show
a barrack room at the next Ideal Homes
Exhibition . So gratified are the Officers
concerned that the event is to be celebrated with a dinner and a smoker . We
heartily congratulate the N . C . Os.
and men concerned in putting up such
a good show, but we think that a spice
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of jealousy prompted one " Quarterbloke" to mutter quite audibly " If they
only had blinking ? ? it'ud be a ? ? ?
Harem ".
Bob Day won the first prize for the
best Married Quarter garden, and it is
rumoured that owing to the fact that
the Regimental Gardener lives in the
Admin-Troop that Troop won the best
garden in its class.
Our show Kit boxes come in for a
word of praise here and whilst on the
subject of prizes we think that a medal
should be awarded to Captain Boord for
his lucky dip.
More prizes came our way in the
Gazette Photographic Competition, but
in this instance we think the first prize
winner deserves, not a gold cup, but a
pot of more general utility . It happened
in this manner . Our S . Q . M . S ., knowing that he had a show room ready for
the asking, told his hirelings to prepare
everything for his visit at noon, when
he would be prepared to take a photograph which would startle all the
Editorial Staff . Well, at about ten
o'clock the same morning the R . S . M.
borrowed the " Quarter-bloke's" camera
and walks into the show " room, which
was not yet ready, takes a photo, and to
our dismay and his own delight, got first
prize . We wonder if he can again borrow
the camera when a competition looms in
the offing.
In the realms of sport we have a few
more bouquets to throw around . It is
quite a rare occurrence for any one
Squadron to supply the finalists in the
Troop Football Competition so we
mentally pat ourselves on the back for
this achievement . We congratulate the
Band, especially the youngsters, of that
fraternity, for the way in which they
won the Cup . If keenness counts for
anything at all, they should receive gold
medals . We commiserate with the
gunners in again failing for the third
time, to get premier honours.
With a view to putting up a good
show at the Regimental Dismounted
Sports, a Squadron Athletic Meeting
took place, as it were, on our own
ground . Entries were numerous, but
when heats were due to be run off many
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would be " Applegarths " failed
to toe the line . This minor meeting certainly raised our hopes for the Regimental Show, as we found that we
had good sprinters from the Band, and
in the field events discovered some new
talent that was not to be overlooked.
Well, as events proved and as (we hope;
reported elsewhere, the Squadron
swamped the board at the Regimental
Meeting, gaining a few firsts in the individual events and winning the team
events by a comfortable margin . In all,
nineteen Cups were gathered to the
fold by our lambs . The palm for the
best performance we think should be
awarded to Tpr . Scrivens for his great
running in the 440 yards and the prize
turnip to Tpr . Viney for his throwing the
hammer so far that it nearly got lost in
the air . A word, too, to our attached
man L/Cpl . Evans, R . A . O . C ., for showing our strong men the correct way to
heave and win the Discus ; we certainly
award him ten points for style . Our tugof-war team deserve a spot of thanks
for tugging themselves so speedily to
victory.
Our tennis team, too, has been on the
right road, two tournaments, one against
the Sergeants Mess and the other against
the 6th Field Brigade, R . A ., were won
by our team without undue effort . In
connection with the above, we were
politely told that it was not the Sergeants
Mess team but a team from the Sergeants
Mess . Is there any difference ? We
don't think so . Perhaps we may be a
little bumptious but until we get our
colours lowered we will continue to think
that we are just a little better than our
opponents . Any challenges ? We welcome to our fold the 32 men of the
January draft . Some of them have
long since passed the Recruits stage and
know something about soldiering . We
hope that they will soon settle down in
their home and build up to the standard
required of them.
The annual turn-over has come and
gone leaving many a gap in our ranks.
We thank those who have gone back to
other Squadrons for their work done for
us in the past, and to our new members
we extend a hearty welcome .

Promotions have simply flown
around the Regiment since the new
year commenced and not a few have
settled in the Squadron . We congratulate all and sundry, from those
who have gained their first step, right
up to the fortunate ones who have attained the dazzling heights of the goldlaced cap and the borrowed " civvy "
suit .
It is always an unpleasant task to
close one's notes with farewells, but so
many of our Squadron have gone to
seek their fortunes in civil life that it
would be ungrateful of us if we failed
to give them just one well-merited goodbye . They cannot, for reasons of time
and space be mentioned individually, but
we do say that whilst they were with
the Squadron they, each in their separate sphere, worked hard for us, and
we hope that in the hustle and bustle of
" Civvy Street " they will not forget us.
Even as we write two of our veterans,
S . S . M . Goatcher and Trumpet Major
Glenister are packing up . Both have
been with the Squadron for many years
and will shortly be going into comparative retirement . We wish them both
Au revoir, and hope that when the Regiment returns home, they will not need
reminding that they were once one of
our little family, but to look us up and
so give us a reminder that a Tenth never
forgets .

NOTICE.
The Annual Re-union and Old Comrades Dinner will take place this year at
the First Avenue Hotel, London on 5th
June, 1934.
All ranks who may be on leave in
England are cordially invited .
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ACTIVITIES OF" A
The great principle of all effort is to
endeavour to do, not what is absolutely
best, but what is easily within our power
and adapted to our temper and condition.
So sayeth our editor, and on his own
head be the results of his teaching,
these Squadron notes.
Everyone is busy talking of hills and
first parties, and second parties, and
this of course makes you think of things
so different from your present surroundings, that when you have to sit
down and carry your mind back to what
happened months ago the flow of
thought is not too full.
Regimental Camp was, we all agreed,
the best yet, well laid out, ample room,
and an absence of dust ; that great bugbear of all camps in India . And forget it
not old soldier we had a cinema at camp,
a real movie show, a delight to us and a
wonder to the inhabitants . Even a
sadu visited us one night to see the
show, his dress, a long chain, might
even have startled Broadway.
Whilst at camp we were visited by the
District Commander who has lately left
us to take up a post in Baghdad, so
next year the Iraqui Levies may also
have movies at camp.
The training went on with a swing
and we all enjoyed the chance of exploring fresh country.
All good things must come to an end,
and we moved back to Lucknow at the
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end of our three weeks camp with feelings of regret.
Xmas (how far away it seems) went
off as usual, overtime for the Mess Room
Orderly and more water in the beer.
New Year we had a concert, beer provided by the Squadron Leader, and
what a concert, the songs, what songs,
the best we've heard for some time,
some of them blue enough to out-blue
the Blue Room.
Talent may be hidden away, but four
pints of McEwans and a little persuasion will bring forth enough talent to
outshine ` Gracie . '
We all appeared on Proclamation
Parade looking very fit and smart, and
marched past that grand old gentleman—the Governor of the U . P . Sir
Malcolm Hailey, and as usual had a perfect line as befits the leading Squadron.
Then we started our annual rattling
of muskets, bobbing Joe, or the fight for
the yearly beer money.
It's a great game musketry, instructors going hoarse, men developing
rickets, but they stuck it like heroes.
This year we fired the experimental
course, a more difficult one has not been
fired in the army . Marksmen and 1st.
Class Shots had to fire at 800x.
Well, they fired, but what they hit is
another matter which will probably give
the experts at Simla something to think
about.
The Squadron did well and finished
with a figure of Merit of 51.
Our hopes of the Hockey Cup disappeared when R H . Q . beat us in the final
game, so we finished 2nd ., but the men
played well and the cup will come back
to its proper place one day.
The football shield produced some
thrills and here again we had to be content with 2nd . place . " C " Squadron
being the winners . We congratulate
them on that last game for they played
a cracking game.
The football league being finished our
next job was to sharpen our sabres, oil
our pistols, and get ready for the mounted sports.
Jumps were erected, and knocked
down, dummies were packed and torn
(Continued on page 53)
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"B" SQUADRON.
There can be no more significant an
indication of the passage of time, than
these periodical demands for the revelation of our past . Regularly our Assistant
Editor developes his sudden craving
for Squadron Notes, and with equal regularity we hesitate to drag forth the
skeletons from our cupboard.
We argue that at least one of our
failures might have remained buried forever, but the impolite heights to which
the voice of our Editor is apt to rise,
makes the futility of disputation very apparent, so the truth must out ! We were
fourth in the " Old Comrades Cup " and
there were only four runners, but we
refuse to blame ourselves for what was
the fault of fate.
It is a feat of brainial suppleness to
hurl one 's memory back into the dim
and distant past as far as these notes
must take us, yet we get there with
comparative ease.
There is a magnetic attraction about
the memories of our last long Camp,
which makes it moderately easy for us
to recall the pleasurable time we spent
at Balwantpur.
Regimental Camp in December was
the culminating point in a hard year of
training, it was a period during which
our imagination prompted in us a really
warlike mood, so that we treated the

whole show with the seriousness of
war.
;Great was the pleasure we derived
from wriggling through the covering
crops to catch the scurvy enemy napping, or to career in a howling charge.
thredling the caddish foe on our sword
blades by the dozen.
In the evenings when the war finished, both forces, the enemy and the
others, became quite pally, and after
having appeased startlingly sharp ap petites, we were at liberty to choose
between bed, band concerts or
" Talkies ".
Strange and incredible, but true
fact—we had " Talkies " at Camp . The
local inhabitants flocked to Balwantpur
by thousands to witness what must have
been sheer white man's magic.
As pleasant as the Camp was, it had
its unpleasant occurrences . There was
an epidemic of disasters brought about
by the frequency of blind wells concealed in the crops . These dark gaping
holes claimed many victims.
Captain Carver went for six, dislocated his hip, and nearly his head.
Lord George Scott, after hovering in an
uncertain way over a well, suddenly
went to earth with his " brush" leading.
Loud yells for help brought timely
assistance to Sgt . Cutting who now
blames one twig for depositing him in
the hole, and another for preventing
his ever reaching the bottom . And in
a more serious case, bad language and
clouds of dust attracted the attention of
a passing troop, who, on investigation
discovered two horses and a man
floundering about in the bottom of a
pit . The man and one horse were extricated after much digging, but unfortunately the second horse became a
casualty . Things might easily have been
more serious.
Christmas, which followed closely
after Camp, must have been as gay and
as pleasant as ever, we would like to
be certain of this fact, but memory becomes rather dull and hazy about that
period . We are certain however that
the quality and quantity of the things
which are essential to the occasion, were
there . Sociability bred from festivity,
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resulting in garrulity and consequent
hostility.
Early in January, the Lords of War,
suspecting that we were becoming inactive in barracks, and convinced that
we were slow in the field, took steps to
liven us up, and staged a real WhizzBang War, no trumpeting day scheme
this, but a rare hard-riding, hard-hitting and hard-biscuiting battle, lasting
five days . There were no camps, we
pegged down when and where we could.
We understand that one of the principal objects of this exercise was to experiment the latest " Hard Scale " for
Cavalry, with a view to increasing their
mobility in the field . The " Scale " part
obviously had to do with the transport
question, but the " H rd " seems to
have dealt mainly with Hard saddleseats, Hard riding and Hard living.
This must have been one of the
fastest exercises in which the Regiment
has taken part, on one occasion we left
bivouac at 4-30 . a . m . with " B "
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Squadron in advance, and marched for
two hours during which time we covered
thirteen miles . There was some talk
about getting astride and defending a
" Pipe Line ", and after that ride, to be
astride anything other than a horse
would have been gloriously comfortable.
We got used to long days of hard
going anyhow, and at the conclusion of
the war, we broke all records by treking some twenty miles back to barracks
after a long mornings fighting . On the
whole it was a pleasurable experience
but we were glad to get back to barracks, and revert to " Soft Scale " once
more.
The Squadron, with the exception of
a few Casuals, has just finished firing
the Annual Rifle Course, and our eyes
are beginning to recede into their
sockets again . There is a noticeable
decrease in the number of marksmen
this year . It is a new course with some
very difficult practices, and those who

Delhi Horse Show.
"Ben" Best Trained Troop Horse 1932-33-34.
Ridden by Sgt . Davis .
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Delhi Horse Show 1934.

"CHOCOLATE"
1st Prize
B .O .R . Jumping.
3rd Prize
Pony Class.
Ridden by Sgt Davis.

are marksmen have something to blow
about.
Two experimental practices were
fired, one at eight hundred yards, and
the other advancing down the range.
In the first we hit just what we
saw nothing—and in the second we were
made to realise that laying down comfortably to shoot was something entirely
different to dashing 600 yards and then
firing from an Erostical Attitude, it was
difficult but we seem to have done quite
well.
Sport has been as plentiful as ever,
but we have been unlucky and have
achieved little . There is a " Hoodoo "
on our football, a " Jonah " attends our
hockey, and Satan himself dogged us
at the dismounted sports . We had
a real hard crack at everything, and our
losses only make us more determined

than ever to smarten somebody up this
quarter.
The Mounted Sports are due to take
place on March 12th and our hopes of
success rise high . We usually manage
a win somehow and we are hard at
practice getting our teams into form.
We were represented at the Delhi
Horse Show again this year by Sgt.
Davis, and we congratulate him upon
his success there . He won the B . O . R's
Jumping, and was third in the Pony
Jumping on " Chocolate ", and for the
third year running he won the Troop
Horse Test on " Ben " . This horse has
won seven first prizes but the length of
his teeth indicate the fact that he is due
for pension.
Since the last issue of the Gazette we
have received into our midst a new Troop
(Continued on page 48 .)
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CONCERNING "C"
What a terrible world this is . One
never knows what to expect next . We
certainly never expected to be caught to
write these notes at such short notice.
One moment we were blissfully happy,
the next plunged deep into gloom, but
like the good "C" Squadron Wallahs we
are, we triumphed over our woes and
got ` cracking ' .
Writing of camps at this period of the
year is like delving into ancient history,
so long ago it seems . Needless to say
the Squadron acquitted itself very
well . In the field we more than held
our own, and in camp too we enjoyed
ourselves fine . Thanks to "Ben from
Brum" we had plenty of "Bluelights"
even the S . S . M . gave us one, but that
was on that terrible day when we were
paraded to buy cleaning kit . More than
one Scottish heart was broken that day
to see such a goodly sum "wasted".
Surely yours ears burned that day Sergeant Major, if they did not you must
have been made of asbestos.
We returned from camp in time for
Christmas and we had a splendid time.
The dinner was a credit to Tpr . Locker
and his Staff.
Early in January we held a smoking
concert in the Blue Room, and the Regimental Jazz Band being in attendance
we all had a real enjoyable evening. Our
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thanks are due to the band and to all
who contributed songs and turns to the
concert, all without exception being very
good . Judging by the unsteady gait and
queer antics of some of the men afterwards, one would say that some of the
heads these days are not so solid as they
used to be . However, everyone appeared to have enjoyed themselves.
The next exploit of the Regiment
was a four days Brigade Exercise . On
this scheme we had a great time, riding
hard most of the day and sleeping
where we dropped at night . The early
morning starts almost sent the Troop
Leaders grey . On one occasion a certain Sergeant found he had mysteriously acquired a rifle bucket for his revolver, while amongst his troop a man was
struggling to " get his rifle into a mess
tin.
A certain troop took the bun however.
On a quick turn out one morning they
were just mounting up when bang went
a rifle and nearly exit the troop in all
directions, while the air burned up
under the lurid language . Alls well that
ends well however and it was an enjoyable change from our daily routine.
During the month of February the
Commanding Officer held an inspection
of the Regiment . Included in his
programme were Troop Bungalows
and gardens, Squadron gardens,
cookhouses and mess rooms, prizes
being awarded for the best in each class.
We were included in the money in the
Cookhouse class, where Tpr . Locker
for the third successive year showed
what the ideal cookhouse should be.
(Congrats "Bandy") . The Colonel expressed himself as very pleased indeed
with what he saw, which I am sure is
very satisfactory to all . The Brigadier
shortly afterwards inspected the Regment and the glowing terms of his
report positively made us burst with
pride . Well done the " Shiners".
The Delhi Horse Show is over for
another year and we congratulate S . S.
M . Wells on obtaining third place in the
open jumping with that fine old stager
"Rebellion" . Better luck next time
Sergeant Major.
The Regimental Horse Show takes
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place very shortly and we are hoping to
see the Squadron come out on top . The
various competitors are showing great
promise during the practice under the
watchful eyes of S . S . M . Wells and
Sergeant McMaster and we feel sure of
being well to the fore with their valuable tuition to help us.
At present we are deep in the throes
of musketry training . Musketry by itself is not too bad, but different instructors have different ideas . One brushing
Sergeant mixed his teaching with large
doses of cross country running and called it F . D . T. It may have been but it
almost gave the Squadron the D . T . s.
and the cross country team did not run
any better for it any way . We have
just commenced firing our classification
course and we are doing very well so
far.
The course has been revised, but in
spite of its severity we are hoping for a
successful classification.
In the world of sport we have not
much to write about . In the cross country run we were last in spite of a fine
winning race by Sgt . Mottram again.
In the Regimental Athletic Meeting
we could only manage to obtain third
place . The team however are to be
congratulated on putting up a fine show
and though beaten were far from disgraced . Things would be much better
if we could unearth some new talent to
help along the old stalwarts.
The squadron football league is now
almost finished and "C" Squadron up to
date are second to "A" Squadron . In
the final match, we have every hope of
nipping " A " Squadron for the league
honours.
In conclusion we welcome the new
drafts from home and hope their stay in
the squadron will be a long and happy
one, at the same time we very much
regret seeing such a number of our old
stalwarts leaving us for home. To
them we offer our best wishes for every
success and happiness in their new
sphere of life.

FORD O'KABUL'
An Officer of the Regiment recently
stayed with the Central India Horse in

Delhi and was rather intrigued with the
brightly burnished neck chains they
wear, in place of headropes . On enquiry, it was found that they are relics
of the crossing of the Kabul River
near Jellalabad on the night of March
31st, 1879.
The C . I . H . and 10th Royal Hussars
were Brigaded together ; in crossing a
ford of the Kabul River the second
squadron of the 10th Royal Hussars
was swept away by a sudden freshet
and one officer and 46 troopers were
drowned.
Fearing a similar fate the C . I . H.
fastened their log chains together and
thus effected a safe crossing.
They have worn chains around the
horses necks ever since, as a momento
of the event.
Kipling writes of the disaster to the
10th Hussars thus :
Kabul town's by Kabul River
Blow the bugle, draw the Sword
Here I left my mate for ever
Wet an' drippin' by the Ford.
Ford, Ford, Ford O' Kabul River
Ford O' Kabul river in the dark
There's the river up and brimmin'
An' ther's 'arf a Squadron Swimmin'
Cross the Ford 0' Kabul river in the dark.
Kabul town is Sun and dust
Blow the bugle, draw the Sword,
I'd ha' sooner drownded fust,
'Stead of 'im beside the ford.
Ford, ford, ford O' Kabul River,
Ford 0' Kabul river in the dark!
You can 'ear the 'orses threshin'
You can 'ear the men a splashin'
Cross the ford O' Kabul river in the dark.
Kabul town was ours to take
Blow the bugle, draw the Sword,
I'd ha' left it for 'is sake
'im that left me by the ford.
Ford, ford, O' Kabul River,
Ford O' Kabul River in the dark.
Keep the crossing stakes beside you
An' they will surely guide you
'Cross the ford O' Kabul River in the
dark.
Turn your 'orse from Kabul Town
Blow the bugle, draw the sword,
'lm an 'arf my troop is down,
Down an' drownded by the ford.
Ford, Ford, ford O' Kabul River
Ford O' Kabul River in the dark
There's the river low an' fallen,
But it aint no use O' callin'
'Cross the ford O' Kabul River in the
dark .
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BAND NOTES
It seems a far cry back to Christmas,
but having terminated our last notes
with the hope that all and sundry
would have a good time, it is from
thence that we must commence this contribution.
Regimental Camp is the first to be recorded . Here, we had plenty to do, and
it goes without saying that our efforts
to while away the hours were very much
appreciated . Nobody willingly dodged
stables when they knew the Band was
playing in the lines, and the Canteen
was always crowded when we cemmenced our evening session.
Christmas was on us before we realized it, but, despite so short a time for
preparation everything went off O . K.
Last year we started a sort of ritual, that
of meeting the Dance Band coming from
the Officer's Mess on Christmas Night.
The idea seems all right but some how or
other things didn't turn out quite as expected . All arrangements were made
before hand, but some one blundered badly The Dance Band came swinging
merrily across the maidan playing one
tune, and the reserves left the Band
Bungalow to meet them playing something entirely different, and the day
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(or night) being what it was, neither
side would give in . Talk of noise?
Bedlam was like an empty Canteen on a
Thursday night compared to that shindy.
The only people in complete argument
were the drummers and they were playing off the same instrument . Still, why
worry? they arrived safe and sound
and without even a last chord . Carol
parties were not a great success this
time . One or two went out, sang, and
came back looking thoroughly disgusted
with themselves ; but one bright spark
knew one better than most . Collecting
a few smart young things together they
journeyed to a certain S . S . M .'s Quarters, and there delivered of their worsteer-best-sorry . The door opened after
the first item, and the householder
appeared and in an unmistakable tones
veiled "Go on, Fade away, making that
row this time of the night"! and the
door slammed in no uncertain manner.
Well that almost swamped the ardour
of our Choristers, we say almost, for
the leader unabashed played his trumpcard . Going right up to the door he
suddenly burst forth with "He's a jolly
good Fellow" . The others joined in
and, we ask you, can anyone resist such
an appeal? The door opened wide and in
trooped the crooners, to return at a very
late hour heavily laden.
The Ceremonial Parade passed off this
year without incident, even the Regimental Photographer deserted us and
though our handsome young men were
disappointed by not appearing in the
popular press as last year, we at least
are thankful that, though not being
handsome, we are only slightly sunburnt . Civil Service week came and
went, leaving behind a trail of work in
all spheres in which we labour, but
having sampled it once before we knew
what was coming and were well prepared. At present we are busily engaged
in preparing for Naini Tal whither we
hope to go this year for the season if
only to provide news of a different kind
for after three years news from Dulikhet seems a bit stale.
And now to matters sporting . We
are but a small community, and at times
find it no easy matter to fill that two co-
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lumns demanded by the "ogre" without
repeating ourselves . If we grouse, the
Editor, rightly too, puts his foot down
heavily, but if we have something to
crow about we hope it is received with
open arms . Well, we sing a pearl of
praise to our Athletes and Footballers.
In the recent Sports meeting held by
R . H . Q . our athletes covered themselves with glory, gaining the first three
places in all track events and the Long
Jump, as well as bagging seconds and
thirds in the field events with the exception of the Javelin and the Pole
jump . In the Regimental Dismounted
Sports they again did very well, obtaining four firsts, two seconds, and three
thirds, and by partaking in the Team
events for R . H . Q . lifted no fewer than
fourteen cups . Well done you runners.
Our footballers deserve a fanfare to
themselves in winning the Troop Footballers Cup . It is a long, long time
since the Band won this Cup, and it
must a be source of great satisfaction to
our veteran player to assist to lift the
bauble, as it were, on his last lap
Mark you, we do not praise our footballers, because truth to tell, our team
comprised few James and Jacks, but we
had a large slice of luck in getting
through the preliminary rounds to the
Final . A large number of us, especially
those not in the team expected our side
to go out in the first round, but luckily
we survived and it was due, not to our
footballing skill, but rather to the keenness of the side, and the will-to-win
spirit shown by all, which brought us to
ultimate triumph . Our thanks are due
and tendered to the opponents we ousted, for they played very fairly, not once
did we have occasion to complain of
rough play . Our team, composed as it
was, seemed on the small side, and had
any of our foes started, quite legitimately, to " rough it" well, we're afraid
we shouldn't have had the pleasure of
lifting the Trophy . Hard luck, you
Gunners for failing in your endeavours
to "purloin the Pot" for the third successive year ; may we meet in the Final
in future years, and although naturally
we don ' t want you to win we hope that

all subsequent encounters will be as
sporting as the last.
By the time these notes appear in
print we shall have said Good Bye to one
of our veterans in T . M . Glenister.
Many moons have passed since he came
to us from the 19th Hussars, and we
hope that his long association with us
will ever be remembered by him . Conspicuous by his lack of inches (he was
once featured by the Gazette artist as
"Chota Peg," much to our secret delight) he was nevertheless a good man
and before we wish him au revoir we
hope that he will settle down in a comfortable billet and in the Autumn of his
life to think that he was one of our family, and having served with them must
always be a Tenth,

IN OTHER WORDS.
As the golden sun sank majestically
beyond the western mountain, casting
long shadows down the valley beneath,
and the smoke from the distant cots
curled lazily upward into the purple sky,
the poetess stood with arms outstretched gazing with rapture on the beauteous
scene spread out before her.
The droning of the bees had ceased,
the birds had fluttered to their nests,
and all was silence and peace . Profound,
ineffable peace.
Suddenly the stillness was broken by
the raucious voice of a drunken lout
bawling the chorus of some insipid,
syncopated melody.
"Vile brute!" protested the horrorstricken poetess, " are you so utterly
devoid of shame that you can profane
a glorious eventide with such meaningless drivel? Are you so blind to the
ethereal charm of this heavenly stillness,
so dead to the beauty of nature, this
breathless night, this angelic calm, that
you can pollute the air with such ribald,
hideous, negroid vapourings? Rather
should you pass this way reverently,
with bared head, and a prayer on your
lips . Shame! Shame! 'tis sacrilege!"
"Wodyer mean?" demanded the lout.
"What do I mean"? said the poetess;
"I will tell you what I mean . Put a
sock in it" .
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SERGEANTS' MESS NOTES.
Lucknow, since our last number, has
experienced its social season and we have
shared in a large degree in the whirl of
gaiety, high life, high kicking and whatnot which have taken place.
The Annual New Year's Dinner was
held on the 3rd January and was the
itself success it always is . The dinner
was beyond reproach and the organisation of the feast was a credit to those
responsible, mainly our friend "Stan"
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regret of S . S . M . Willis,
however, Mr . Vokins
rather poached on his
preserves.
The Colonel responded.
Modesty prevents us from
recording all he said but
after all, we only do our
best!
The Officers . In the absence of Mr.
Roberts, who was unlucky
to be in bed with a temperature, this toast was

Sergts. Mess New Year's Dinner 1933-34.

Wormald, who was the subject of a
vote of thanks, proposed by Mr . Vokins
and heartily accorded by everyone
present.
The Officers turned up in strength
after the dinner and proceeded to take
an active part in the general programme
of jollity.
Speeches—the old but ever new—
were interspersed at intervals . These
were as follows : —
The Colonel . Proposed by Mr . Vokins.
A lengthy speech, but full
of soundness and not a
little wit . Much to the

proposed by S .S .M . Willis
who made a good job of
it, despite the trifle
of poaching above mentioned.
Old Comrades . Proposed by S . S . M.
Dearden.
We hope we have as nice
things said about us when
we join their ranks.
Fallen Comrades . (Silent Toast), proposed by R . Q . M . S.
Standing.
The Impromptu Mess Concerty Party,
composed of S . Q . M . S . Shepherd, Sgts .
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Donovan, Garcia, Davis, Williams,
Hodson and Jones, gave several songs
and concerted items and were "well
received," despite the fact that they
had but two rehearsals . Some of the
party became very good looking with
the aid of their masks!
Various members and friends, with
songs and other numbers, helped the
evening along and the closing time
(approximately 2 . a m .) came all too
quickly.
We had a Fancy Dress Dance on the
19th January, which was something out
of the ordinary for us, and which
proved to be a most excellent idea.
Support came from all directions and
the dresses were worthy of praise . The
Ladies' were all good and all different.
Particularly good turn-outs were those
of Sgt . Day (representing the female of
those two dolls " Ebb and Flo") . Sonnie
Hart who borrowed a complete rig-out
from our Gurkha chowkidar, Sgt.
Bridge as a result of the Earthquake,
and S . Q . M S . Shepherd as Mephistopheles
Two normal dances have been held
since then, both of which were well
attended and full of life.
Without wishing to be accused of
sounding our own fanfare, we must say
that our band and dance-floor are par
excellence
The earthquake on January 15th
moved us a little but save a few cracks
in the walls here and there, did little
damage It did, however, give some of
us an original topic to write home about.
From the 22nd to 25th January the
Mess was a little disorganised owing
to the Lucknow District Exercise—
With Troops but Without Comforts,
where the he-men proved themselves.
For these four days and nights,
squadron messes were the order, but no
one came back looking hungry, in spite
of huge appetites gained as a result of
the chilly weather.
The Regimental Mounted Sports
(and Tea) on March 13th, enticed a
large number of visitors from other
messes, and we were pleased that our
experts put up such a good show for
their entertainment .

Sgt . Davis won the " Best-Man-atArms" Cup, Sgt McMaster being runner-up, Sgt . Setchell won both the
Open Individual Tent Pegging and the
Best Trained Troop Horse Event.
S . S . M Wells and Sgt . McMaster, the
trainers of "C" Squadron's team,
deserve hearty congratulations on the
splendid show put up by their team in
the " Broncho" Cup Jumping Competition, the whole team of eight collecting
only sixteen faults—a record.
S . S . M . 'Tam' Goatcher and Trumpet-Major ` Tich' Glenister have now
left for Trades Courses in England.
Our best wishes to both for a successful career in civil life.
We are pleased to welcome several
new faces in the Mess, included
amongst whom are some of our
tradesmen who have been granted the
honorary rank of Sergeant.
These are : L/Sgts . J. Warner, R . H . Q .,
F. Noble, R . H . Q ., J Shales, "A ."
G. Hall "B," and J . Lines, "B"
Acting Trumpet-Major C . Bumstead,
R .H .Q
Acting Sgts . A . Selby, Officers' Mess,
R . Siely, Farrier, A . Jones, C . Downes
and W Daly, Saddlers.
In addition, we have to report the
acting appointments of S . Q . M . S
Shepherd to S . S . M . of R H . Q . , and
Sgt . Donovan to S Q . M S of R . H . Q .,
in the vacancy created by the departure
of S . S . M . Goatcher.
The Advance Party has already left
for the Hill Depot . Dulikhet, and on the
9th April the first party of single men,
and all the families moved up the
mountains, the latter to Dulikhet, Naini
Tal or Landour, so on that day the
Mess were besieged by hordes of
hungry married members seeking what
they might devour.
During the long summer, which we
hear is going to be a plus affair as far
as heat is concerned, we hope to stage
frequent and varied entertainments to
help while away the time.
With the increased number of single
members, the married element will have
to look to their laurels .
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BOXING

BRIGADE BOXING
SIX KNOCK-OUTS AT
LUCKNOW
(FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT)
LUCKNOW, FEB . 16.
The 6th (Lucknow) Infantry Brigade
boxing tournament opened to-night
with a match between the 10th Royal
Hussars and the King's Own Scottish
Borderers.
The latter, who are new-comers to
Lucknow' gave an earnest of the bid
they will make for the championship
by winning decisively by nine fights
to two . Six of 11 fights ended in
knockouts, all in favour of the Bordderers who are the hardest hitting set
of boxers seen in Lucknow for a long
time.
The bantam-weight contest hardly
lasted one minute, Tpr . Wisdon, the
Hussars representative taking the
count after a brief opening exchanges
In the feather-weight contest Pte . Mulgrew of the Borderers attacked from the
gong but Elsom stood up well to punish-
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ment and got some of his own back
towards the end of the round . Mulgrew
came back stronger than ever in the
second round and with heavy lefts and
rights had his man out midway through
the round.
The other two contests in the light
weight division did not go beyond the
first round, the Borderers winning both.
The Borderers won all three welterweight contests which provided extremely interesting fighting . Pte . Beattie,
the Borderers' first string in this division, floored his opponent twice in the
first round but Thompson fought back
gamely and forced the pace himself in
the second round . The third round was
a slam, both man going for each other
with unexpected vigour . Beattie lasted better and got the verdict on points.
Pte . Orridge's pluck won him a fine
victory over Tpr . Rhodes . Orridge
went to the boards three times in the
opening round but this did not seem
to disconcert him in the least and he
came back strongly in the second round
and knocked his opponent out with a
beautiful right to the point.
The best fight of the evening was the
middle-weight contest between Davis of
the Hussars and L/Cpl . Robertson of
the Borderers . It was an even contest
in the first two rounds in which some
hefty blows were exchanged, but in the
third session Robertson managed to get
ahead.
Results :
Bantam-weight . — Pte . Rhodes (K . O.
S . B .) k . o Tpr . Wisdon (10th Hussars)
in the first round.
Feather-weight .— Pte . Mulgrew (K
O . S . B .) k .o . L/Cpl . Elson in the second round.
Light-weight .—Sgt . Jones (10th Hussars) beat Piper Henderson (K .O .S .B .)
on points ; Cpl . Nottingham (K .OS .B .)
k .o . Tpr . Williams (10th Hussars) in
the first round ; Pte . McTigur (K .O .S .B . )
k .o . Tpr . Lewis (10th Hussars) in the
first round.
Welter-weight . - Pte . Beattie (K .O .)
S . B.) beat Cpl . Thompson (10th Hus(Continued on page 44 .)
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10th Royal Hussars (P . W. O .) Annual Athletic Sports
Held on the Regtl . Arena (Oval Cricket Ground)
Grant Road Lucknow on
Sat. 17th, Mon . 19th, Tues. 20th Feb ., 1934
Results.
INDIVIDUAL EVENTS .
1ST .
Tpr . Griffiths .
100 x .
220 x .
Tpr . Scriven .
440 x .
Tpr . Scriven .
120 x Hurdles.
L/Cpl . Brown.
Sack Race.
L/Cpl . Brown.
Pte . Gaston.
Open Mile .
L/Cpl . Howie.
Gnr . Dougan .
440 x Syces .
Syce . Heeralal
Band Spot Race .
Ladies . Race.
Children's Race .
Girls .

Bdsm Gibbens .
Mrs . Cutting .
Joan Stratton .

Boys .

Kenneth Morbey .

2ND
3RD
Tpr. Garmeson .
L/Cpl . Allen.
Tpr . Griffiths .
L/Cpl . Allen.
Tpr . Garmeson .
Tpr . Symcox.
Tpr . Jackson.
Tpr . De -La-Hay.
Boy . Houlihan.
1st.
2nd . K . O . S . Bs.
2nd '
6th Field Bde . R . A .
3rd .
(RHQ) Syce . Suklal (A)
Syce . Barwana. (RHQ)
1st Bn . The Cameronians . (S . R .)
Mrs . Davis.
Valerie Malins .
Dennis Dearden .

Rachael
Dawnay.
Vey Roberts .

TEAM EVENTS

" A " Squadron . Tpr . Hogg.
16– 10.
„ Kerr.
Sgt
"RHQ"
. Critchley.
Shot . 16 lbs.
„ Noble.
" RHQ "
Tpr . Viney.
Hammer.
139'–10”.
Sgt . Critchley.
" RHQ "
Sgt . Critchley.
Discus.
164'8”
Tpr . Viney.
Tpr . Anderton . 248'3”.
" B " Squadron .
Javelin.
„ De-La-Hay
"C" .
"A"
" B ".
Tug .-of-War.
RHQ
I Mile Team Race. " C " Squadron . Sgt . Mottram.
L . C . Davis.
„ Rogers.
Tpr . Ogilvie.
L . C . Allen .
Tpr . Garmeson . 44'4”.
100 x Relay.
" RHQ "
Tpr . Saville .
„ Scriven.
Sgt . Mottram . ( L . C . Davis .
880 x
" C " Sqdn .
} 8'34 4/5”.
L . C . Rogers . I L . C Poulter.
" RHQ"
L. C . Allen .
Long Jump.
35'4".
Tpr . Scriven.
Tpr . Garmeson . 1 ,37 3/5" .
" RHQ "
L . C . Allen .
220 x Relay.
,, Davies.
Tpr . Scriven .
Tpr . Jackson . 10'3".
" RHQ "
Tpr . Melton .
High Jump.
Tpr . Garmeson . 1
3'42 3/5".
Scriven .
440 x Relay .
L. C . Allen.
Tpr . Slee.
Pole Vault.
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10th ROYAL HUSSARS ATHLETIC MEETING 1934.
RESULT OF OLD COMRADES CUP TEAM EVENTS.
POINTS GAINED.
EVENT . SQUADRON TEAMS .
Pole Vault .
Putting the Shot .
Throwing the Hammer.
Throwing the Discus .
Throwing the Javelin .
1 Mile Team Race .
Tug-of-War .
100 x Relay .
880 x Relay .
Long Jump Team .
220 x Relay .
High Jump Team .
440 x Relay
TOTAL :—

"A"
4
3
2
2
3
2
3
2
2
2
1
1
2

"C"
3
2
3
3
4
1
1
1
1
1
2
3
1

1
1
1
1
4
2
3
4
3
3
2
3

29
30

26
10

28
20

"RHQ"
2
4
4
4
2
3
4
4
3
4
4
4
4
46 Points Gained.
40 0 . C . Cup
Points Awarded

Scoring in Team Events :— 4—3—2—1.

RESULT OF OLD COMRADES CUP FOR SEASON 1933-1934.
POINTS GAINED.
TEAMS.
SPORTS EVENTS . POINTS GAINED .
Mounted Sports .
Athletics .
Football .
Swimming .
Cross Country .
Boxing .
Cricket .
Hockey.
Total Points Awarded :—
Final Positions :—

"RHQ" .
70
40
40
40
40
15
40
40
325
1st

30
10
25
30
30
30
10
30
195
3rd

"B" .
30
20
10
20
20
15
30
10

"C".
70
30
25
10
10
40
20
20

155
4th

225
2nd
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CRICKET NOTES
Our Cricket this year has been patchy
very good at times and on more than one
occasion, very bad . Of the first four
games we played we won three by a comfortable margin but in the match
against the Cristian Club we lost by 17
runs after having got them out for a
mere 73 runs and the score at one time
in our innings stood at 53 for 6 . Four
DUCKS went a long way to our downfall, Drury being our top scorer with
15
The Oudh Cricket League has seen
our team at its best, but again when in
a tight corner we failed to clinch matters when once we held the advantage.
The first five matches we played in the
League were won with a comfortable
margin, yet when we met our old friends
the Christian Club our team could not
produced any batting form at all . This
match was easily the best seen on our
ground, "The Oval".
The Christian Club batted first and
after the first wicket had put on 46
runs in two hours . They were all out
for 98 . Our bowling was well up to
standard, Poulter getting 4 for 38,
Locker 2 for 10 and SSM . Rusbridge 3
for 9 . No fewer than 14 maiden overs
were bowled, the last named bowler
getting 8 out of 12.
Alas pride goeth before a fall and
just when we thought the match was as
good as won a series of calamities set
in . Our first 5 men in were caught
out and although March made 17 and
Poulter 15 we were all out for 81, thus
losing by 17 runs .D - --hard luck but
it was a good game from everyone's
point of view, the honours going to the
best team.
Up to the time of writing we are in a
strong position in the League having
lost one match as also have the Christian Club, our nearest rivals and providing we don't lose to any one of the
other teams in the League the return
match with the Christian Club should
decide the issue of whether we are the
the Winners or Runners Up . (This
match we won and with it the League
Honours . )

Squadron League.
The Squadron Cricket League is notable this year for the number of individuals who have stepped out of the ruck
and distinguished themselves with bat or
ball or both.
"RHQ" won the League fairly comfortably with five wins and one defeat but
that one defeat by "C" (Good Old "C"),
showed that a hitherto unbeatable team
wasn't altogether invulnerable.
"B" Squadron came a good second
but would have made a closer fight of
it had they batted as well against
"RHQ" as they did against other teams.
Locker of "C" Squadron has blossomed
out and he now joins SSM Rusbridge
in the ranks as an all rounder . Poulter
did very well with the ball at times,
but is inclined to over-pitch and throw
wildly thereby giving away many byes.
March has batted consistently well
while others have come off occasionally,
but usually when not in need . However some very good games were
witnessed, and it is to be hoped that
next season will see some of the games
as good if not better than those witnessed this year.
Appended are the Squadron League
Results and League Table.

(Continued from page 41 .)
sars) on points ; Pte . Orridge (K .O .SB .k .o . Tpr . Rhodes (10th Hussars) in the
second round ; Pte . McLanghlen (K . O.
S .B .) beat Tpr . Kelly (10th Hussars) on
points
Middle-weight .—L/Cpl . Robertson
(K O .S .B .) beat Cpl . Davis (10th Hussars) on points ; L/Cpl . Thorp (10th
Hussars) beat Pte . Glendinning (K .O.
S .B ) on points.
Heavy-weight .--L/Cpl . Doherty (K.
O .S .B .) beat L/Cpl . McFadzean (10th
Hussars) . the referee stopping the fight
in the first round.

(Reprinted from the Statesman) .
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RESULT OF INTER SQUADRON CRICKET
LEAGUE SEASON 1933
LEAGUE TABLE
SQUADRON MATCHES
Pld .
TEAM .
6
"RHQ"
"B" Squadron
6
"C"
,.
6
"A"
6
MATCH
TEAMS
No .
1.
"B"
100-1
V
2 . "RHQ"
40-1
V
3.
"A"
149
V
4.
V
"B"
70
5. "
A"
120
V
"C"
57
V
7.
"A"
43
V
8.
"C"
120
V
"C"
34
V
9.
10 . "RHQ"
45-5
V
25-3
11 . " RHQ "
V
V
12 .
"B"
61-7

Won .
5
4
2
1

Lost
1
2
4
5

"A"
" C"
"C"
"RHQ"
"RHQ"
"B"
"B"
"RHQ"
"A"
"B"
"A"
"C"

99
29
166
203-7
131-3
63-9
130
100
98
43
24
54

THE CHAGTAI COLLEGE
SHIELD CRICKET
TOURNAMENT
K. O.
The above tournament was organised
by the Oudh Sports Association and
was played off during February and
March 1934 From the commencement
of the tournament fortune favoured us.
In the 1st round we had drawn a bye,
in the next round our opponents failed
to turn up while in the Semi-Final our
opponents, Canning College*, quite a
good side, scratched to us and so we
entered the Final without having played
a game . This may or may not have
been to our advantage for it
certainly gave us no match practice,
whereas our opponents . The European
Institute of the East Indian Railway
had decisively beaten all comers.
The game was a two innings match
and was played on the Association
Ground on the North Bank of the Gumti
on Sunday, February 25th, and continued
on Sunday, March 4th, play commencing
at 12 noon daily .

Points .
10
8
4
2

Old Comrades Cup
Points Awarded.
40
30
20
10

RESULT
"B" Won by 9 Wkts.
"RHQ" Won by 9
'C" Won by 17 runs.
"RHQ" Won by 133
„
"RHQ" Won by 7 Wkts.
"B" Won by 1
"B" Won by 87 runs.
"C" Won by 20 runs.
"A" Won by 64 runs.
"RHQ" Won by 5 Wkts.
" RHQ" Won by 7 Wkts.
"B" Won by 3 Wkts .

Our opponents won the toss and decided to field leaving us to have first knock
on a good wicket . Our start was none
too good as three wickets were lost for
52 runs, chiefly through our opponents
exceptionally good fielding and keen .
ness . At any rate McNeill who had
previously done very little in the batting
line rose to the occasion splendidly and
together with Andrews carried the
score to 179 in pretty rapid time, the
former scoring 98 while the latter
scored 56.
Our Innings eventually terminated
after just over 21 hours play for the
useful total of 303 runs, our tail continuing the good work for a change by
wagging splendidly . Our opponents
were not to be done and set about their
task in no half hearted manner and had
registered 90 for 3 wickets in just over
the hour, quite good going irrespective
of frequent bowling changes . At the
fall of the 4th wicket a rot set in and at
5 p. m . on ` Last Over' being called the
game concluded with one ball being sufficient to dispose of their last man in, our
opponents total being 141 runs.
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On Sunday, March 4th, we enforced
the follow on and from the very beginning our bowlers backed up by keen
fielding were always on top and in just
over an hour's play the closure was
applied . The Institute only being able to
muster 58 runs in their second attempt
and so leaving us comfortable winners
by an Innings and 104 runs . Poulter

bowled exceptionally well and was
cheifly instrumental in disposing of ou r
opponents so cheaply, while the team
played very well throughout.
Scores :-10h Royal Hussars,
303.
European Institute 141 & 58 .

10th ROYAL HUSSARS CRICKET AVERAGES
FOR SEASON 1933-4
BATTING
Rank and Name .
SSM Rusbridge
L . C . March .
Drury .
„ Andrews .
Sgt . McNeill .
Tpr . Locker .
L . C . Poulter
„ Clayton .
„ Allen .
Tpr . Richards .
Tpr . Ford

No . of
Innings .
12
8
11
11
11
10
8
7
9
9
7

Times
not out .
2
2
2
1
2
3

Runs
Scored .
392
165
162
193
187
141
64
30
64
49
36

5 or more Innings.
Most in
an Innings .
Average.
106*
39'2
34
27'5
48*
18
56
17'5
98
17
46
15`6
31*
10'6
25
7'5
7'1
30
24
5'4
11
5'1

*DENOTES : NOT OUT.

BOWLING
Rank and Name
SSM Rusbridge .
L . C . Poulter .
Sgt . McNeilll .
Tpr . Locker .
„ Richards .

Overs .
113
85
12
34
78

Maiden
Overs .
29
20
1
7
20

5 or more Wickets.
Runs .
234
193
35
82
197

Wickets.
45
29
5
11
26

SUMMARY OF SEASON 1933-34
1. Winners :- Oudh Cricket League .
(Gwynne Cup)
2 . Winners :—Chagtai Challange Shield . (Chagtai Shield)
Matches Played .
Won .
Lost.
15
13
2

Average
5'3
6'6
7
74
7'5
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HOCKEY NOTES
Our hockey this year has shown a
great improvement . in friendly games
at the start of the season the team
was often changed about, owing to
training etc ., the regulars couldn't
turn out at all fixtures.
We had a bad start in the Oudh
League our figures for the first six
matches being, one win, 2 draws and
3 defeats . After that however the
team got together under Sgt . McMaster, and played really well winning the
remaining seven fixtures and beating the
eventual Winners, The Christian College . Some matches were very scrappy
in more than one sense and it appears
that stricter umpiring is needed in the
future .
SQUADRON LEAGUE
In the Squadron tournament the
games were noted more for vigour than
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for skill . " RHQ " won the League
honours with Played Six won 4, and
drawn 2 but "A" were very close behind . Had "A" Squadron drawn the
last match against "RHQ" instead of
losing by the odd goal of three then
the points would have been divided
with " A " the better goal average.
Another thing of note in these games
is the number of Old-Stagers who still
turn out for their respective Squadrons . Surely it is about time some of
the younger blood was infused, or perhaps is it a fact that we can't do without the veterans . We feel sure that
the fault lies with players themselves.
Now is the time for a general change
over and it is to be hoped that when
the hockey starts again new faces
will appear in the different teams, for
after all, as good as some of the ancient
ones are, they are not like the famous
brook, they can't go on for ever.
Appended are results of matches
played.

HOCKEY RESULTS SEASON 1933-1934.
REGIMENTAL FIXTURES:
Home
Away.

For .

Goals
Agst .

Result.

Opponents :
0
2
Lost.
Christian Club .
H
4
2
Won.
Christian Club .
H
1
1
Draw.
Muslim Union Club .
H
0
1
Lost.
3/1st Punjab Regt .
A
Lost.
A
1
4
79th Battery, R . A .
Draw.
A
0
0
Muslim Union Association .
H
2
0
Won.
Auxilary Force India " B"
0
4
Lost.
Rovers Whites .
A
3
2
Won.
Carriage and Wagon, E . I . R . A
3
1
Won.
Railway Institute .
H
3
0
Won.
Postal Recreation .
A
Walk Over . Won.
L. Y. A.
A
1
Won.
A
2
Lucknow Pioneers .
A
1
0
Won.
Lucknow Christian College .
A
Walk Over . Won.
Canning Whites .
League Matches Pld .
Won . Lost . Urn . Points .
13
8
3
2
18 . Position in Oudh League
3rd.
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RESULT OF INTER SQUADRON MATCHES PLAYED IN
REGIMENTAL HOCKEY CUP TOURNAMENT, 1933.
Result .

"A" beat "C' by 1 - 0.
"RHQ" drew with "B" 1-1.
"RHQ" beat "C" on a Walk Over.
"A" beat "B" by 3-0.
"A" and "RHQ" drew 1—1.
"C" beat "B" by 4-2.
"RHQ" beat " A" by 2—1.
"B" and " C" drew 1—1.
"A" beat "B" 2—0.
"C" lost to "RHQ" by 1-0.
"B" lost to "RHQ" by 1-0.
"C" lost to " A" by 2—0.

LEAGUE TABLES "HOCKEY"
Squadron
MATCHES Pld . Won . Lost.
Team .
6
4
0
"RHQ"
"A"
6
4
1
1
4
6
"C"
4
"B"
6
0

0 . Comrades.
Drn . For . Agst . Points . Points Awd.
2
6
3
10
40
1
10
3
9
30
1
5
7
3
20
2
4
12
2
10

Winning Team Selected from :
S/Cpl . Daly (Captain .)
L/Cpl . Clayton.
L/Cpl . Jackson.
Bdsm . Copley.
`Bdsm . Slee .

SSM . Rusbridge .
L/Cpl . March .
Tpr . Goodfellow .
Tpr . Holland .

(Continued from page 34 .)
Officer and six Troopers from Home . In
a few days time another draft is due and
we are to receive eight more recruits . We
offer the warm hand of welcome to these
newcomers and hope, nay, we promise
them a happy stay with us . We must
ask the Hon . A . B . J . Grenfell and Mrs.
Grenfell to estimate for themselves the
extent of our pleasure at having them
with us.
We hope that they, haling annexed

Sgt .
Upshall.
L,/Cpl . Allen.
Tpr . Robinson.
Tpr . Jackson .*

the Kadir Cup from Lieut . H . H.
Jones last year, will keep it in the
Squadron just one more year.
It has been mentioned in some previous edition of the Gazette that there
is a limit to the endurance of our Editor,
and with the approach of the hot
weather that limit is considerably
decreased, so we must perforce conclude these revelations . We plunge into
what the future holds for us, hoping to
distinguish ourselves in some way and
thus provide data for our next notes .
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544086 Sergt . Allen, S . H . Proceeded on probation as Staff Sergeant Instructor with the Delhi Contingent A . F . (I), Delhi
on 20th November, 1933.
MARRIAGE.
On 13th November, 1933, at St . Thomas' Cathedral,
Critchley—Cunliffe .
Bombay, No . 314374 Saddler Sergeant W . Critchley to Miss Mary Anne
Cunliffe .
BIRTH.
To the wife of No . 538359 Sergt . R . L . Osborne, a son, Rodney
William Lindley, born at the British Military Families Hospital, Lucknow, on
26th November, 1933 .
DISCHARGES.
.
J
.
S . (Permanent Staff Staffordshire Yeomanry).
534039 Sergt . Richardson, T
Discharged from the service under para . 370
(xxi) K . R's ., (Time Expired) on 15th November 1933, and struck off the supernumerary
strength accordingly.
MEDALS.
536024 Farr . Sgt . Major S . C . Stratton . Awarded the Silver Medal for Long
Service and Good Conduct (without gratuity )
vide A . O . 175 of 1933.
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION.
547305 Bdsm . Wells, H . Attended a Course of Instruction at the Royal
Military School of Music, Kneller Hall, from
February, 1932 to October, 1933, and attained
degree of proficiency—Violin ` GOOD', Bb Clarinet `GOOD'.
4854859 L/Cpl . Thompson, W . Attended the 4th British Short Course at the
A . S . of P . T ., AMBALA, from 30th December
1933, to 10th February, 1934, and qualified in the
methods of exercising the Trained Soldier in the
rudiments and organisation of Boxing and
Athletics.
TRANSFERS.
553403 Tpr . MacArthur, B . N . Transferred to the 1st Bn . the East Yorkshire
Regiment with effect from 4th January, 1934
under the provisions of para . 302 (ix) K . R's, and
struck off the strength accordingly.
PROMOTIONS & APPOINTMENTS
52856 Tpr . Smith, B . E.
Appointed Unpaid Lance-Corporals with
402319
„
Clayton, E.
effect from 15th December, 1933.
3594318
„
McKee, T . A.
543206 L/Cpl . West, A . H.
Promoted Corporals with effect from
402744 L/Cpl . Davis, W.
5th November, 1933.
402921 L/Cpl . Archur, S . H.
Appointed Paid Lance-Corporals with
4854859 L/Cpl . Thompson, W .
effect from 5th November, 1933 .
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548314
548346
534788
402269
317035
316966
543154
2565665
316263
2977028
316973
552652
402685
37358
3309659
402327
3308586
4970055
6007073
316911
402262
402592

Cpl.
Cpl .
Cpl .
Tpr .

Warner, J . W .
Noble, F .
Shales, J.
Smith, T .

Tpr.
Buckroyd, A.
„
Buckham, T.
„
Drury . H.
Jeynes, L.
„
Lowrey, K.
,.
„
McFadzean,
„
Haigh, W .
„
Warner, W .
Bell, F.
„
,,
Ebbutt, S.
Paton, R.
„
„
Brown, J.
,,
Duncan, F.
L/Cpl . Smith, W . A .
L/Cpl . Kirrage, T .
L/Cpl . Kitto, F . L .
L/Cpl . Dennant, W .
L/Cpl . Evans, H . H .

403552 Tyr .
Caskie, D .
1059718 Tpr .
Martin, F .
547305 Bdsm Wells, H .
548146

Tpr .

Looker, J . W .

Appointed Unpaid Lance-Sergeants with
1 effect from 1st January, 1934
Appointed Unpaid Lance-Corporal with
effect from 16th December, 1933

Appointed Unpaid Lance-Corporals with
effect from 1st January, 1934.

I

Appointed Paid Lance-Corporals with effect
from 15th December, 1933.
Appointed Paid Lance-Corporals with effect
from 13th January, 1934.
Appointed Paid Lance-Corporal with effect
from 18th January, 1934.
Appointed Unpaid Lance-Corporals with
effect from 8th January, 1934.
Appointed Unpaid Lance-Corporal with
effect from 2nd March, 1934.
Appointed Unpaid Lance-Corporal with
effect from 1st . March, 1934.

1 . STRENGTH—INCREASE .

406569 Tpr.
803168 Tpr.
The undermentioned other ranks,
406069 Tpr.
embarked at Southampton per H . T .
406565 Tpr.
" Somersetshire" on 23rd December,
814039 Tpr.
1933 . Posted from units as shown, are
399547 Tpr.
taken on the strength accordingly and
406353 Tpr.
posted to squadrons as under . Dis2312422 Tpr.
embarked at Bombay on 14th January,
406551 Tpr.
1934. P . M . 406355 Tpr.
405417 Tpr.
406404 Tpr.
3RD CARIBINIERS406393 Tpr.
R. H.Q.
406054 Tpr.
793101 Tpr.
400215 Tpr. Adams, T. H .
405399 Tpr.
5882041 Tpr . Brittain, S . R . S .
747494 Tpr.
405458 Tpr . Colquhoun, C .
405424 Tpr.

Chacksfield, H . W.
Elliott, H.
Greenwood, E.
Hewitt, H . E.
Jones, C . A.
Moore, S.
Strutt, G . T.
Willey, R.
Bateman, G . A.
Callaghan, D.
Clark, J . E.
Donovan, A . J.
Ellis, J . E.
Hearn, H . E.
Jones, C . J . E.
Knotts, J . T.
Read, F . C.
Taylor, F,
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"A" Squadron.
406394 Tpr . Etheridge, S L.
Rutter, D.
4033027
405452 Tpr . Nixton, J.
506023 Tpr . Sherwin, A . H.
" B" Squadron.
552443 Tpr . Burton, A.
406030 Tpr . Smith, J.
387910 Tpr . Palmer, S.
406378 Tpr . Whelpdale, J . J.
" C" Squadron,
405986 Tpr . Coles, W.
406081 Tpr . Martin, L . F.
406579 Tpr . Hallas, A.

16TH/5TH

LANCERS.
R . H . Q.

317210 Tpr . Birkin, W.
317221 Tpr . Dowling, D.
317070 Tpr . Jeffery, W.
317156 Tpr . Masterman, R.
316926 Tpr . McCann, P.
4266907 Tpr . Pickard, C.
317165 Tpr . Cuthbert, H.
317229 Tpr . Hughes, D.
317046 Tpr . Ledger, G.
552427 Tpr . McHugh, R.
317268 Tpr . Neep, N.
"A" Squadron.
3242996 Tpr . Abbott, M.
317202 Tpr . Cromack, H.
"B" Squadron.
317198 Tpr . English, A.
317199 Tpr . O'Rourke, P.
"C" Squadron.
317068 Tpr . Housley, R.
317177 Tpr . Swindon, H.
317397 Tpr . McCarthy, H.
The undermentioned other ranks,
embarked at Southampton per H . T.
" NEVASA", posted from units as
stated, on 16th February, 1934, are
taken on the strength accordingly and
posted to squadrons as follows :
Disembarked at Bombay on 9 March,
1934,

7TH
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"A" Squadron.
552830 Tpr . Collum, G.
551833 Tpr . Staniforth, L.
551644 Tpr . Varnham, W . A.
552826 Tpr . Ryan, J . E,
551846 Tpr . Sims, W . J.
552519 Tpr . Stone, C . G.
552852 Tpr . Dunlop, W . L.
"B" Squadron.
552617 Tpr . Armin, W.
552855 Tpr . Fisher, J.
552843 Tpr . Hicks, F.
3854167 Tpr . Hupton, H.
552904 Tpr . Newman, J.
552618 Tpr . Cummings, E.
552563 Tpr . Foster, W . W.
552824 Tpr . Hill, H.
551677 Tpr . Castle, H . J.
"C" Squadron.
551612 Tpr . Allen, P . A.
551157 Tpr . Doman, J . M.
618715 Tpr . Hancox, A.
3958067 Tpr . Hill, S . C.
551836 Tpr . Sanderson, A.
552600 Tpr . Tilley, R . F.
559599 Tpr . Thatcher, F . W.
316970 Tpr . Crayne, W . V.
551230 Tpr . Harper, S.
552597 Tpr . Harris, D . S.
552615 Tpr. Mackenzie, J . R
552569 Tpr . Smith, R . G.
551606 Tpr . White, J.
R . H . Q.
553081 Boy . Hedley, W . J.
553719 Boy . Smith, S . T.

15TH/19TH

KING ' S ROYAL:
HUSSARS.
"C" Squadron.

552685 Tpr . Byrom, S.

2 . EMBARKATIONSMOVES.
392550 S . S . M . Goatcher, G . M . M.
R .H .Q . Wife and 3 children.
Proceeded from Lucknow on 12th
March 1934 ., A .M . for embarkation on
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the S . S . "CALIFORNIA" on 14th
March 1934 ., P . M ., sailing on 15th
March, 1934 ., from Bombay, for conveyance to the U . K . (To attend Vocational Training Course—V . T . Serial
No . 38 .)
537838 Tpt . Major Glenister, E.
Wife and daughter.
548142 Corpl . Hallam, H . R.
547892 L/Cpl . Windle, C . E.
547903 L/Cpl . Swain, J.
548153 Tpr . Larman, R . C.
547900 Tpr . Swatton, H . A.
Proceeded from Lucknow on 13th
March, 1934 for embarkation on H . T.
"NEVASA" sailing from Bombay on
the 16th March, 1934 for the United
Kingdom . (To attend Vocational
Training Courses).
402041 Tpr . Bullock, W . T.
For transfer to Army Reserve.

EMBARKATIONS
547965
547911
547940
5105067
547891
547913
546922
547897
547899
547917
3127110
547895
401718
547952
547918
547904
547906
5667848
547935

Tpr . Hall, J.
L/Cpl . Hobbs, E.
Tpr . Lewis, W.
Tpr . Outlaw, E.
L/Cpl . Rose, R.
Tpr . Palmer, W.
Tpr . Wallond, E.
Tpr . AUSTIN, J.
Tpr . Cleverley, E.
Tpr . Cooper, R . C.
Tpr . Currie, D.
Tpr . Devonald, C.
Tpr . Easterlow, H.
L/Cpl . Eno, C . O.
Farr . Hollands A.
Tpr . Reynolds, F.
Tpr . Smith, S.
Tpr . Smith, C . E.
Tpr . Websdale, S.

Embarked at Karachi on 16-1-34 per
H . T . `NEVASA' for conveyance to the
U . K . for transfer to the Army Reserve.
4385350 L/Cpl . Burks, J.
548141 L/Cpl . Jackson, T.
2215501 Tpr . Fairfay, G.
548113 Tpr . Preston, H.
402037 Tpr . Jackson, A,

Embarked at Bombay on 20-1-34 per
H . T . ` SOMERSETSHIRE' for the U . K.
for transfer to the Army Reserve.
545009 Tpr . O'Neill, D.
Embarked at Bombay on 20-134-per
H . T . `SOMERSETSHIRE' for posting
to Home, Establishment, 4th Hussars
Colchester, with effect from 10-2-34.

CERTIFICATES OF
EDUCATION.
534443 Sergt Cutting F.
Awarded First Class Certificate of
Education at an examinaton held at
Lucknow in October, 1933.
548116 L/Sgt . Mottram, J.
Passed in English, Mathematics and
Map Reading towards the 1st Class
Certificate of Education, at an examination held at Lucknow in October,
1933.
405498 Tpr . Mowbray, K.
405728
„
Neill, J.
403456
„
Palmer, F.
402416
Wetherall, E
„
5104388
„
Bailey, G . F.
317061
,,
Drummond, W.
405598
„
Milligan, J.
552632 Boy Gatehouse, S.
Awarded Second Class Certificates
of Education at an examination held at
Lucknow on 9th, 10th & 11th October,
1933.
3185349 Tpr . Hogg, G.
548293 Tpr . Gray, J . K.
3709935 Tpr . Wisdom, N . J.
Awarded Second Class Certificates
of Education at an examination held
at Lucknow on 29-11-33.
316980 Tpr . Blunt, G.
552641 Tpr . Brown, C.
552642 Boy Collerton, J.
552642 Boy Felton, A . T.
553389 Boy Houlihan, J.
553568 Tpr . Hempsall, E . R,
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2976090 Tpr . Kelly, T.
405656 Tpr . Sharpe, J . M.
Awarded Third Class Certificates of
Education at an examination held at
Lucknow on 12-1-34.

LONDON GAZETTE
The following extracts from the
London Gazettes 23rd and 30th January,
1934 are published for information :"10H . Captain H . R . H . The DUKE
OF GLOUCESTER, Earl of ULSTER,
K . G ., K ., T ., G . C . V . 0 ., Personal
A . D . C . to The King, is restored to
the establishment . Dated 21st January,
1934 ."
"10H . The undermentioned 2/Lieuts.
to be Lieutenants :
J . W . Malet,
. . 29th January, 1934.
I . C . Tetley, 29th January, 1934.
D . R. B . Kaye, . . 30th January, 1934 ."
"IN THE MAIL"

"25th February 193'i.
The S . Q . M . S . Farrer.
10th Royal Hussars,

Lucknow.
ACQUAINTANCES SIR
The Honorable Sir,
I most humbly and respectfully beg
to hesitate the following a few lines for
your kind honour satisfaction, Please
my Lord,
I am very pleasure to Information for
your kind honour Mollification, I has a
great Expectation hopeing for your kind
honour Shall be promissed granted us
the Employments services places in The
10th Royal Hussars Regt Farrer Shop
as the Horses Shoeing works, I have
very much pleasure to Enlisted in The
Farrers works your kind honour Regimental, as soon as after reading the
my poor Contents kindly Try to for My
Employments services places, We are
always remembers and praying to God
almighty promote for your kind honour
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is a good safely health in a higher ranks
as a good Governor . We desire our
whole families Bestbest Compliments
for your kind honour satisfaction,
I have the honour to be Sir
your Most obdt Servnt
Yousuff Khan Farr . B . Smith

Dilkusha ."
We are sure that everyone will be delighted to see our gallant Farrier-Major
in a frock coat and silk hat!
(Continued from page 31)

up again, but finally we entered the
arena.
The result of all this activity you
find elsewhere in the Gazette, we are of
a retiring disposition, but although a
split peg cost us 40 points towards the
Old Comrades Cups, we still have hopes.
As Michael Hedges is reported to have
said, if all the trophies in the world are
lost we are still far from decadent, I
ask you.
So now we go back to hill parties, cadre
classes, backward men, and thoughts
of fans and mosquitoe nets.
We will tell you a little about them in
our next number.
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We beg to acknowledge receipt of the
following journals :
The Eagle.
The White Lancer.
Links
The Outpost.
The Goat
It is regretted that journals of other
units cannot be acknowledged unless
sent to the Editor.
We beg to bring to the notice of our readers the
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